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Introduction 
 

Back in the late 1990s, many online 
Spelljammer fans discussed the setting on 
the Spelljammer Mailing List. It jumped 
from server to server over the years, but 
stayed fairly consistent in tone and 
membership. I have found over the years 
that we tend to rehash all of the same old 
arguments (dropping boulders from orbit as 
weapons of mass destruction, the 

capabilities of ‘fighters’ in Spelljammer, 
ect.) Those discussion grew repetitive 
quickly and frankly were sort of boring 
(they still are). Worst of all, they didn’t 
provide any new setting content and that 
was what we all craved.  

Even when we did get new material, 
it wasn’t usually very usable outside the 
poster’s campaign or it was very broad – 
new ship types being very popular for some 
reason.  I still feel we have plenty of official 
ship types. What I thought we needed most 
were detailed descriptions of individual 
ships, mini-dungeons that players could 
encounter while sailing the stellar main. I 
was especially interested in traders, naval 
vessels, pirates, and so forth in other words 
the "workaday" type vessels which keep the 
space lanes going.    

I had already posted a few such 
vessels (the Lacanha, the Oathbound, and 
Hanali's Sword) and hoped to inspire more. 
So, I started the “Unique Ship” a.k.a. 
Unique NPC Ships threads back in August 
of 1997, posting the Elentári to get the ball 
rolling. It worked fairly well, 36 ships I 
didn’t design were submitted to the the three 
challenges (these can be found at Beyond 
the Moons < http://www.spelljammer.org/ 
>).  

I didn’t have the rights to those 
vessels, of course, but I realized recently I 
have a large number of ships I have 
designed myself, enough for a large pdf. 
These are all designed with 2nd edition 
Advanced Dungeon and Dragons statistics, 
including kits. That’s the system I use, but 
they should be easy to convert.   

I hope gamemasters find these 
useful. If you make use of any of it, I’d love 
to hear about that. Or, if you have questions, 
ask away. I post fairly regularly at the 
Piazza Spelljammer forum. 
(http://www.thepiazza.org.uk/bb/viewforum.
php?f=2)

http://www.spelljammer.org/
http://www.thepiazza.org.uk/bb/viewforum.php?f=2
http://www.thepiazza.org.uk/bb/viewforum.php?f=2
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Character Description Shorthand 
This work uses a shorthand format to describe non-player characters (NPCs) in 

the text. The format is: Name (alignment race gender class level notes). For example, 
Elrohir Amroth (CN em T13), a chaotic neutral elven male 13th level thief or Taran 
Goblinkiller (NG hm F11) a neutral good human male 11th level fighter. Multi-class 
characters have the classes dived by a /, while dual-classed characters list the dormant 
class in parentheses. Additional information, such as kits or deities, is spelled out in the 
notes as are odd races or classes. For example: Sasha Wavesilver (CG hef F/P(sp) 9/9 
Selune), a 9th level Fighter/Priestess of Selune, Helix (CN hm F(T)8(9)) human male 8th 
level warrior, former 9th level thief, or Ferric Gundson (LN ½ Dragon male F5 
swashbuckler), a half-dragon fifth level warrior with the swashbuckler kit. 

When a range of levels is given for groups of NPCs use the "90% rule", ie   100 
F1-3 = 90xF1, 9xF2, 1xF3.
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Albaithorquduump 
Scro Navy Mantis ship  
Tonnage: 60 tons 
Hull Points: 60 
Crew: 12/75 
Maneuverability Class: C 
Landing; Land: Yes 
Landing; Water: No 
AR: 4 
Saves As: Metal 
Power Type: Major Helm 
Ship's Rating: per helmsman 
Armament: 

2 Med. Ballistae (360°) Crew: 
2 each 
1 Heavy Catapult (F) Crew: 5  
2 grappling, Crushing Claws 

Crew: 4 each 
Cargo: 20 tons 
Keel Length: 150' (210’ with claws extended) 
Beam Length: 30' 
 

The Albaithorquduump (Orcish 'Devouring Doom of the Elves') is a mantis vessel of the 
Scro Tarantula fleet, assigned to Bralspace. The mantis’ nickname is Duump or ‘Doom.’ Duump 
is Admiral Dushgoi’s flagship, and came to Bral with Dushgoi and his reinforcements.  

Official Spelljammer deckplans rarely show rigging plans, making it difficult to tell on 
vessels like the Mantis what the minimum crew does beyond the helmsman.  On the mantis, they 
control the blade like ‘runners’ or landing gear.  These are attached to giant hinges on the side of 
the ship, the crew manipulates them, tilting them back and forth, or even spreading them wide 
like wings in order to aid the Duump while maneuvering.  

Like all Mantis-class ships, the Duump’s two grappling rams cause 1d4 hull points of 
damage with successful hits, in addition to grappling the opposing ship.  The razor back and 
runners each inflict 1d4 hull points as well if the ship successfully rakes an opposing vessel, 
destroying rigging, masts, or wings.  

The Duump has a distinctive paint scheme, mostly silver, red and black, with wavy gold 
stripes on the claws and neck of the vessel. 

The Duump is sometimes used as Admiral Dushgoi’s flagship when he leaves his 
headquarters on Dukagsh’s Torc. It has also been sent on several diplomatic missions, such as 
the aborted meeting with pirates, slavers, and the Imperial Tauran Navy at Barre Sinister in the 
6th month of 5049 OC. It has also taken part in combat patrols within and just outside the sphere; 
for example it captured the Sindiath Line swanship Anclima (‘Great Light’) in the 3rd month of 
5049 OC, by lurking in the Flow just outside Bralspace’s Dragon Portal and waiting for an elven 
vessel to try to pass through. 

 

‘Scro at the Barre Sinister’ 
By Static aka Eugene Shumulinsky 
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Crew: 
 
Captain Vrothu (LE Scm M/P 5/6) Con 16 
AC: 6 (Studded Leather +1) HP: 35 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, starwheel pistol of accuracy +3, 20 charges of smokepowder 
Spells:  
Priest: 3x1st, 3x2nd, 2x3rd; Varies but often Cure Light Wounds, Courage (ToM), Produce 
Delayed Flame (DrAn1), Silence 15' radius, Wyvern Watch, Hold Person, Dispel Magic, 
Prayer  
Mage: 4x1st, 2x2nd, 1x3rd; Varies as needed, usually has Enhance Rating memorized. 
Weapon Proficiencies: Scimitar, Dagger, Starwheel, Punching Specialist 
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Signaling (17), Spelljamming (13), Spellcraft (13), Herbalism (13), 
Healing (10), S/R/W Elvish, Religion [Scro, Elvish] (12), Wildspace Navigation (13), Phlogiston 
Navigation (13), Engineering (12) 
Equipment: He wears a pearl (100 gp) in his ear, and has two small pearls (light pink,10 gp) 
encrusted on his canines. His torekh has 4 elven teeth, 1 ogre tooth, 3 human teeth, and 3 dwarf 
teeth. He wears studded leather armor +1. Spell Book (1st level: Read Magic, Detect Magic, 
Protection From Hunger and Thirst(CWHB), Taunt, Charm Person, Copy(CWHB), 
Protection From Evil, Change Self, Burning Hands, Magic Missile, Wall of Fog - Level 
2:Locate Portal(SJ), Melf's Acid Arrow, Darkness 15' radius, Web - Level 3: Pain 
Touch(CWHB), Airsphere(SJR1), Enhance Rating(SJ)), Elven Double (DrAnn1), Lightning 
Bolt) 
 

Captain Vrothu fought as a lieutenant in the Realmspace campaign of 5042 OC. Scro 
forces were defeated in over a dozen battle against the elves led by Admiral Icarus.  Vrothru was 
the only officer who survived from his mantisship, successfully commanding the survivors 
aboard a very crowded dragonfly in the escape from the sphere. What others would consider a 
great feat of survival against the odds, the scro High Command only saw as failure, however.  
Vrothu became bitter and paranoid, determined to prove himself. 

Vrothu lucked out, however. He was assigned to another mantis, this one commanded by 
then-Captain Dushgoi. The conquest of Lar in 5044 OC was the Scro’s most successful 
compaign to date.  Duhgoi’s mantis destroyed the elven Armada Vanwanar (‘Eclipse’), the elves 
lost ten ships for each one lost by the scro, and Lar itself was conquered.  

After the Lar campaign, Dushgoi was promoted to admiral and given command of Scro 
forces in Bralspace following Admiral Halker’s ignominious defeat.  Vrothu was one of the three 
scro warpriests he handpicked to command one of the three brand-new mantisships he was given 
as his sole reinforcements. Vrothu learned a great deal from Dushgoi while under his command, 
and both learned even more from the Lar campaign, where allies were used effectively to weaken 
the elves long before the scro entered direct battle.  Vrothu is as determined as Dushgoi is to 
make no mistakes in Bralspace.  
 
1st Mate: Lt Sguk (LE Scm M/P 5/5) 
AC: 7 HP: 18 Thaco:18 MR 10% 
Weapons: Scimitar + 2, dagger, starwheel pistol, 
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Priest: 3x1st, 3x2nd, 1x3rd; Varies but often Cure Light Wounds, Protection from Good, 
Produce Delayed Flame (DrAn1), Silence 15' radius, Wyvern Watch, Hold Person, Dispel 
Magic 
Mage: 4x1st, 2x2nd, 1x3rd; Varies as needed, usually has Lightening Bolt memorized. 
Weapon Proficiencies: Scimitar, Dagger, Starwheel, Punching Specialist 
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Signaling (17), Spelljamming (13), Spellcraft (13), Herbalism (13), 
Healing (10), S/R/W Elvish, Religion [Scro, Elvish] (12), Wildspace Navigation (13), Phlogiston 
Navigation (13), Engineering (12) 
Equipment: Scimitar + 2, potion of speed, necklace of adaptation, Spell Book (1st level: Read 
Magic, Detect Magic, Protection From Hunger and Thirst(CWHB), Taunt, Charm Person, 
Copy(CWHB), Protection From Evil, Change Self, Burning Hands, Magic Missile, Wall of 
Fog - Level 2:Locate Portal(SJ), Melf's Acid Arrow, Darkness 15' radius, Web - Level 3: 
Airsphere(SJR1), Lightning Bolt) 
 

Lt Sguk hopes to ride Vrothu’s coattails to a captaincy just as Vrothu rode Dushgoi’s. He 
is otherwise a very typical Scro war priest, devoted to the War and Dukgash. 
 
Helmsmen: Lts Yonkathu, Hokulk, & Owkbanok (LE ScM M/P 4/4)  
(Each commands one ship's watch) 
AC: 6 HP: 18 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, starwheel pistol 
Priest: 3x1st, 2x2nd ; Varies but often Cure Light Wounds, Protection from Good, Produce 
Delayed Flame (DrAn1), Silence 15' radius, Wyvern Watch 
Mage: 3x1st, 2x2nd; Varies, usually Taunt, Magic Missile, Wall of Fog, Darkness 15' radius, 
Web 
WP: Scimitar, Dagger, Starwheel, Punching Specialist 
NWP: Signaling (17), Spelljamming (13), Spellcraft (13), Herbalism (13), Healing (10), S/R/W 
Elvish, Religion [Scro, Elvish] (12), Wildspace Navigation (13), Phlogiston Navigation (13) 
Equipment: Spell Book (1st level: Read Magic, Detect Magic, Protection From Hunger and 
Thirst(CWHB), Taunt, Charm Person, Copy(CWHB), Protection From Evil, Burning 
Hands, Magic Missile, Wall of Fog - Level 2:Locate Portal(SJ), Melf's Acid Arrow, 
Darkness 15' radius, Web) 
 
Chief Gunners: 5 Gunners: Sarod, Agugh, Naghig, Murzol, & Ysagubar (LE Scm F4) 
AC: 7 HP: 24 Thaco: 17 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, Light Crossbow, 7 Bolts +1, 20 std bolts 
WP: scimiter, dagger, Punching Specialist, Ballista, Catapult  
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Rope Use (12), 
Weaponsmithing (9) or Armorer (10)  
 
Artillerists- 17 Sailors Scm F3 
AC: 7 HP: 14 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger 
WP: scimitar, dagger, Punching Specialist, Ballista, Catapult  
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Rope Use (12)  
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Quartermaster: 1 Bosun Frukag (LE Scm F6) 
AC: 7 HP: 36 Thaco: 15 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, Light Crossbow, 7 Bolts +1, 20 std bolts, Morningstar + 2, boots of 
levitation, philter of stammering & stuttering, oil of slipperiness 
WP: scimiter, dagger, Punching Specialist, Ballista, Catapult, Bombard, Starwheel 
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Rope Use (12), 
Weaponsmithing (9), Armorer (10), Sail Manipulation (9), Shipwright (11) 
 
Bosun: 1 Bosun Carthurg (LE Scm F4) 
AC: 7 HP: 24 Thaco: 17 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, Light Crossbow, 7 Bolts +1, 20 std bolts, 
WP: scimiter, dagger, Punching Specialist, Ballista, Catapult, Starwheel 
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Rope Use (12), 
Weaponsmithing (9), Armorer (10), Sail Manipulation (9) 
 
Deckhands- 12 Sailors Scm F3 
AC: 7 HP: 10 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger 
WP: scimitar, dagger, Punching Specialist, Ballista,  
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Rope Use (12)  
 
Total Naval complement- 41 
 
A & B Platoons, 1st Company, 9th Marines 
 
Marine Lieutenant- Lt Kharag Scm F5 
AC: 4 HP: 30 Thaco: 16 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, Spear + 3, studded leather + 2, ring of blinking 
WP: scimitar (specialist), dagger, Punching Specialist, Arquebus, spear 
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Zero-Gravity Combat (9), 
Carpentry (16), Weaponsmithing (8), Armorer (9), Black Smithing (16), Engineering (9), 
Planetology (10), Starwheel Pistol 

Lt Kharag is a scro Marine’s Marine, he has 6 elven teeth and 4 dwarven teeth on his 
torekh, and his troops idolize him as he is brutal but fair in his treatment of them. He has a 
shameful secret, however, he is terrified of undead and will fall into a catatonic state if faced by 
them.   
 
Sergeants- Sgts Sogorim & Urmug Scro F4 
AC: 7 HP: 28 Thaco: 17 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, arquebus & 10 charges smokepowder 
WP: scimitar (specialist), dagger, Punching Specialist, Arquebus 
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Zero-Gravity Combat (9), 
Carpentry (16), Weaponsmithing (8), Armorer (9), Black Smithing (16) 
 
Corporals- 8 Scro F3 
AC: 7 HP: 18 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
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Weapons: scimitar, dagger, 2 w/ arquebus & 10 charges smokepowder 
WP: scimitar (specialist), dagger, Punching Specialist, Arquebus 
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Zero-Gravity Combat (9), 
Carpentry (16) 
 
Marines-24 Scro F3 
AC: 7 HP: 15 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, 10 w/ arquebus & 10 charges smokepowder 
WP: scimitar (specialist), dagger, Punching Specialist, Arquebus 
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Zero-Gravity Combat (9), 
Carpentry (16) 
 
Total Marine Complement- 35 (Two platoons +1 Lt) 
 

 
Deck Key:  
(follows the standard Mantis deckplan, though some rooms have different uses) 
 

Standard gear includes weapon oil, sharpening stone, clothing, eating utensils, tinder box, 
and perhaps some other small, relatively worthless items. 

 
Castle Deck 

1. Catapult 
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The metal and crystal dome opens up here to allow the catapult to fire into the ship’s 
forward arc. The heavy catapult’s ammunition is in chests lining the walls.   In 
addition Mage Shot (Dr159) is stored here, usually the ship has 6 Scatter shot and 2 
Termite shot. 

2. Ladder to Sally Room 
Sally Room 

3. Boarding Ramp (Mouth) 
4. Ladder to Ramp and Castle Deck 
5. Porthole 

Landing 
6. Ladder to Sally Room 
7. Ladder to Bridge 

Bridge 
8. Helm, Bridge, and Shrine to Dukagsh 

This room contains a Silver Statuette of Dukagsh (1,000 gp), he has two orl gems 
(red, 500 gp each) for eyes. Also in this roon, in a cast iron strongbox, are 2 Potions of 
Extra Healing (light blue), a Wizard Scroll (Enhance Rating, Create Portal), & a 
Priest Scroll (Create Minor Helmn). A set of star charts for Bralspace, and the ship's 
log are inside the strongbox as well. The strongbox is locked and fire trapped (5th 
level). The ship's Planetary Locator takes up one corner of this room, the center of the 
room holds the Major Helm.  

As a Shrine to Dukagsh, this room is the center of a Focus (ToM) spell which 
places the entire ship under a Sanctify (ToM) for followers of Dukagsh, lasting as long as 
the vessel remains under Scro control and the crew continues to perform their religious 
observances regularly. 
9. Ladder to Landing and Top Deck 

Top Deck 
10. Ladder to Bridge 
11. Ladder to Main Deck 
12. Claw Controls and Chartroom 
13. Outer Deck 
14. Ballista Turrets 

Main Deck 
15. Ladder to Top Deck 
16. Claw Machinery 
17. Admiral's Quarters 
Empty except when Admiral Dusgoi is aboard. 

18. Captain's Quarters 
Captain Vrothu is seldom in his room, he is only there to sleep and study his spell 

books.  These are in a fire-trapped chest along with his clothing and personal effects. 
 
19. First Mate & Marine Lt Quarters 

Lt Sguk’s room has 12 books, all elven romances which are his secret vice. 
Otherwise his room as standfard Scro accoutrements, including his spell books inside a  
fire-trapped chests. He shares the room with Lt Kharag, whose side of the room is 
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Spartan in comparison, holding only a chest for clothing and a set of bronze weights for 
exercise. 

 
20. Helmsmens’ Quarters 

Each helmsman has a chest that contains their personal effects, 5-20 gp, and their 
spellbooks. Each chest is locked.  
21. Stairs to Cargo Deck 
22. Crew Quarters 

A search of this room turns up standard gear and 300-400 cp (in various small 
caches). The forward room on the starboard side is quarters for the bosuns and chief 
gunners.  The rest of the crew are divided between the remaining three rooms.  
 
23. Arsenal 
This room is filled with the spare weapons, as well shields, spears, halbards, and axes. 
 
24. Marines' cabin 

A search of this room turns up standard gear and 300-400 cp (in various small 
caches). The Corporals and Sergeants bunk here with their troops.  
 

Cargo Deck 
25. Stairs to Main Deck 
26. Brig 
27. Mess 
28. Galley 
29. Stowage 
30. Cargo Hold with Overhead Doors 

 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; SJR2 Realmspace; War Captain's 
Companion boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's Handbook; Dragon Annual #1 'Campaign 
Classics: The Scro'; SJS1 Goblin's Return; The Maelstrom’s Eye; The Radiant Dragon; SJR1 
Lost Ships; SJQ1 Heart of the Enemy; Dragon #75 ‘Language lessons: I Even Orcish is logical’; 
“Ardalambion” < http://www.uib.no/people/hnohf/>; Dragon #232 ‘Sorcerous Sixguns’; Tome 
of Magic; Dragon #235 ‘Arcane Lore I: Sea Spells’; Dragon #63 ‘The Humanoids’; Tome of 
Magic; Dragon #159 ‘Bazaar of the Bizarre: Magic from the Stars’ 

Ar’theren 
Imperial Elven Navy Man-o-War 
Tonnage: 60 tons 
Hull Points: 60  
Crew: 10/60 
AR: 7  
Maneuverability class: C 
Landing;Land: No 
Landing;Water: No 
Saves As: Ceramic 
Power Type: Major helm 

http://www.uib.no/people/hnohf/
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Ship's Rating: Per spelljammer 
Armament: 
     2 Med. Ballistae (FP,FS); Crew: 2 each 
     1 Med Catapult (360°); Crew: 3 
     1 Med Jettison (A); Crew: 3 
Cargo: 30 tons  
Keel Length: 200' 
Beam Length: 20' 
 

The Ar’theren (translation:‘Golden Autumn Sky’) is a standard Imperial Elven Navy 
Man-o-War. Fully crewed, she is equipped to undertake longterm individual patrols. The 
Ar’theren is currently assigned to the Bralspace fleet, after serving for a long period with the 
fleet in Realmspace. Built originally on the planet Greela in Greyspace, the Ar’theren is one of 
the "Autumnal Leaves" class Men-o-War.  Her wings are red and orange while her hull is a 
golden brown. A fairly young ship, barely 50 years old, she is not as well equipped with magic 
as many other elven vessels. Most of the ship’s crew have ties to Realmspace, and Torillian 
Elven is most often spoken on the Ar’theren as a result. 

 
Crew 
Lord Aelas Starym, Captain (CG ef F7/M11 HP 81 Dex16  Int15 Con 16) 
AC: 1 (Elven Chainmail +2 plus dex) 
Sample prof: navigation (wildspace and flow), spelljamming, spacemanship, heraldry 
Magic items: Elven Chainmail +2, Angvoncael, 3 Arrows of Return (Dr220), long sword 
+1 Elven blade (Dr220), Wand of Faerie Spheres (Dr220) 
Spellbook (incomplete): Fireball Barrage (HPH), Seeking (CBoE), Fireball, Wizard lock, 
many others. 
 

Kerym (‘Lord’) Aelas (‘Knight of the Bow’) Starym, Selkerdrim (Captain) of the [IEN] 
Man-o-War AR’THEREN (‘Golden Autumn Sky’) is tall, with a commanding presence. He 
normally wears the silvery chainmail of the Imperial Elven fleet. A longsword hangs from a 
purple baldric over his left hip; the scabbard has a second scabbard upon it sheathing a dark 
wand as well. He has black hair and violet eyes, and appears entirely fey. 

Scion of the infamous Starym clan of Myth Drannor, Aelas’ grandfather fled that city for 
Evermeet in 3944 OC (262 DR) after House Starym’s failed attempt to prevent the Opening of 
Myth Drannor to non-elves. Disgusted with Torillian elven society, he joined the Imperial Elven 
Navy and took to the stars. This spelljamming branch of the family became numerous and 
widespread amongst the fleet, several Starym had prominent roles in the First Unhuman War 
(which they strongly supported). Aelas followed his older sister, Sha'Sylsar ['Faerie Sun Seeker'] 
Starym, into fleet around 4700 OC, seeing action in the closing decades of the Unhuman War.   

In 4940 OC, the pirate Blackjammer's fleet captured Sha'Sylsar’s man-o-war, Elrame 
['Star-wing'] and slew her, taking a Starym family heirloom, the mythic bow Angvoncael, as 
booty. Aelas served under Admiral Icarus during the long hunt for Blackjammer and fought in 
the battle that led to Blackjammer’s destruction in 4944. 

Now captain of his own man-o-war, Aelas is an enigma. He is a stern, proud elven lord 
devoted to traditional elven ways (and his family’s honor), but despite his family history he is 
actually rather tolerant of other races. His attitude leads many to see him as a typical elven 
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xenophobe, and he does little to correct that view. He is completely committed to destroying all 
threats to the elves, and particularly loathes pirates. He dislikes the Rock of Bral, preferring to 
dock on one of the elven worlds when possible. He believes that the IEN should strike at once at 
the scro on Spiral.   
 In the 1st month of 5050 OC, Aelas received Angvoncael back from the Company of the 
Silent Star, a band of adventurers who had tracked down Blackjammer’s final resting place and 
recovered it. 

 
Angvoncael ['Glittering Ice Arrow'], mythic elven Longbow +3  

This longbow of obviously elven design is made from some sort of white wood and 
carved with a design depicting an evergreen forest. It may be fired as a normal Longbow +3 
when desired, but when 'Angvoncael' is spoken as an arrow is fired it transforms the arrow into 
ice. A successful hit causes 2-8 (2d4) hit points of damage.  When an ice arrow strikes a solid 
object or a creature, the arrow shatters and releases a wave of numbing cold. All creatures within 
a 5-foot radius must make a successful saving throw vs. paralyzation or suffer 1-4 hit points of 
cold damage and become numb for 1-3 rounds. Numbed creatures have their movement rates 
reduced by half and their chance to hit reduced by 2. Proximity to major sources of heat, such as 
a roaring bonfire, improves a creature's saving throw by +2. 

 
Kerdrim (‘First Mate’) Ferath (NG em F5/W5 Bladesinger kit(CEHB) HP 36 Dex16) 
AC: 3 (Elven Chain plus dex) 
Magic items: Short Sword of Quickness, Ring of Jumping, wheel lock pistol with 10 charges 
of smokepowder 
Spellbook (incomplete): Fireball Barrage (HPH) 

Ferath is a gold elf of Toril. He has only been aboard the Ar’theren for a year and is still 
getting to know his Captain.  Like Aelas, he is proud and devoted to Elven ways, but not as 
xenophobic as his manners and attitudes might indicate.  

 
Faernos (‘Navigator’) Úmëa (CN ef W9 HP25 Int16) 
AC: 10 
Spellbook (incomplete): Fireball Barrage (HPH), Seeking (CBoE), Fireball, Enhance Rating, 
Enhance Maneuverability, many others. 
Magic Items: 1-6 scrolls, Wand of Paralyzation 

Úmëa is a Ggaarin elf from Faeriespace. She speaks very little of her past, but many 
suspect it is tragic, as Ggaarin are normally solitary and seldom leave Faeriespace. She has 
served on the Ar’theren under two previous captains. Úmëa has an eccentric, dark sense of 
humor that comes out at inopportune moments, but has demonstrated considerable personal 
bravery in battle. She spends a great deal of time scribing spell scrolls for the mages and seldom 
interacts with the rest of the crew. 

 
Apprentice Acorn Oakcrystal (CN pixie fairy m W2 HP3  Str 3, Int 19, Dex 16)  
AC: 8 (dex) 
Spellbook (incomplete): Merge Pixie Dust (AGPF), Fireball 
Barrage (HPH) 
Magic Items: 1-6 scrolls, Eternity Wine, Magkrin forehead tattoo 
(AGPF) [see image to right] 
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The rest of the crew assumes that Acorn Oakcrystal is Úmëa’s familiar, but in reality the 
dour pixie-fairy is her apprentice.  They have similar personalities being reserved and quiet most 
often but exhibting a biting, sarcastic sense of humor at inopportune times.  Like Úmëa, Acorn is 
a native of Faeriespace but he joined the Ar’theren only a year ago, during a port visit to 
Numliador (the crew assumed Úmëa cast Find Familiar during her shore leave).  The ship’s 
officers know Acorn’s true role, but they do not know what message the pixie fairy brought from 
Faeriespace to the mysterious navigator and mage.  

 
Penaal (‘Battlepoet’) Kanaer (NG ef B7 Minstrel kit(CBHB) HP18) 
AC: 5 (Elven chain) 
Magic items: Harp of courage (Dr214), Zither of Speed (CBHB),  
Spellbook (incomplete): Improved Magic Mouth (CBHB), Wall of Sound (CBHB) 

This happy-go-lucky moon elf is from Evermeet on Toril. He only recently joined the 
fleet, and is enthralled by travel amongst the stars. He gives many performances for the crew, 
and is constantly telling tales of his adventures on the Sword Coast of Toril. 

 
Feywarden Naiat (CG em P(Sp - Correlon)5 HP 76 Dex16) 
AC: 3 (Elven Chain plus dex) 
Magic items: long sword +1 Elven blade (Dr220), Elven Cloak & Boots 

Naiat is a gold elf of Toril. He was recruited a year ago along with Ferath.  As a 
traditionalist, Aelas wanted a priest aboard to keep elven customs and provide the crew with 
healing.   

 
Other Crew: 
Priests - 2 Feywardens P(Sp- Correlon), level 2  
Kintiara (‘Marines’) - 16 F/M (Bladesingers) level 2 
Nilaa (‘Sailors’) -  30 Fighters level 1  

All except mages wear Elven Chain (AC5) and carry the following weapons: Kintiara: 
longswords; Priests:Shortswords; Crew:Shortswords and longbows Note that each of the mages 
will have 1-4 scrolls (usually at least 1 Fireball). Other crewmembers may very well have minor 
magic items as well. 

The Ar’theren’s organization follows my article on ranks and positions for the IEN.  
Positions are noted above, ranks follow here. The captain is a kerym (‘Lord’), while the first 
mate, naigator, battlepoet, and feywarden are all hold the rank of nikym (’Knight’). Everyone 
else aboard holds the rank of Akhrua (‘warrior’). 
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Ship's Key 
All rooms are lit by hooded lamps with Continual Light spells on them. 
Maindeck: 

1.  Jettison- A look out is posted here at all times, the jettison shot is stored here as well, and 
garbage is also exited from the vessel here. As one of the entry points to the ship, an 
Improved Magic Mouth here interrogates anyone not wearing an IEN uniform who 
enters through the jettison port. 

2. Companionway 
3. Cargo and Detention area- In addition to stanrd ship’s tools and stores, a step mast and a 

set of Splendid Sails of Hackjammin’(HJ) are stored here in case the helm is disabled or 
destroyed. The rear of the cargo area hold 4 standard elven flitters equipped with 
nonmagical engines, they can be launched and recovered out of the jettison port.   

4. Crew cabin- 15 elves share this small space, sleeping in hammocks that they string up 
when not on watch.  

5. Crew Cabins- similiar to room #4, this is the quarters of the Kintiara. 
6. Galley- Cooking is done here, most supplies are kept in the hold, of course. The stove is 

small and made of bricks. 
7. Spelljammer's Cabin- This room has been converted into crew quarters. It is similar to 

rooms #4 & #5 
8. Chart and Navigation Command- This is Navigator Úmëa’s cabin, which she shares with 

Acorn, her apprentice.  The room contains the expected books, charts, and a small 
alchemical laboratory. The furniture is all in the faerie style.  
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9. Ballista Pit- besides serving in battle as a weapon station, this room generally acts as the 
messhall for the ship. Benches and tables (which can be quickly folded away for battle) 
provide a congenial location for the crew to take their meals or pass their free time. 
Chessboards, cards, and other amusements are available from compartments in the walls, 
and the view through the ship's "eyes" is spectacular. Poetry readings and musical 
performances are also sometimes performed here, somewhat incongrous though they are 
with the squat, dangereous looking shapes of the two ballistae. Besides storing thirty or 
so normal bolts for these weapons, there are usually 1d3 helmseekers available as well. 

Battledeck: 
1. Bridge- This is the nerve center of the ship. The vessel's Major Helm is here in the 

center, as is the Planetary Locator, Portal Locator, and Passage Device. A large, 
sturdy table serves as the ship's navigation center as well. Speaking tubes link this room 
with each of the weapons' pits. 

2. Forwarddeck- Accessible only through a hatch from the main deck, this is a popular spot 
to "get away"  for the crew, as there is often only the std forward lookout up here. 

3. Hatch As one of the entry points to the ship, an Improved Magic Mouth here 
interrogates anyone not wearing an IEN uniform who opens the hatch. 

4. Companionway 
5. This is Feywarden Naiat’s small cabin. 
6. The ship’s two minor priests, Naiat’s assistants, share this tiny roon. 
7. Officers' Quarters- This room is shared by the Firstmate, and Battlepoet.  
8. Captain's Quarters-  Lord Aelas Starym’s cabin. He keeps it well furnished, tidy and 

clean. The captain's spellbooks are here, of course, as well as 1d4 potions and scrolls. The 
most important item in the room is the Captain's issued Cyrstal Ball with Telepathy, 
which allows him to maintain communications with the Imperial Fleet commander in 
Bralspace.  Unless he is weilding it in battle, Angvoncael hangs here in a place of honor 
on his wall, warded against theft by a silver wizard locked chain. The room also holds a 
table and benches that Aelas can use for meetings with his officers or to host small 
dinners. 

Castle Deck: 
1. Lookout station and Flight deck- besides its most common use as a lookout station, this 

broad area is used for ceremonies involving the full ship's crew. Additionally, occasional 
plays are put on here to help pass the time on long patrols. When the flitters are ferrying 
passengers and cargo, this pad is used instead of the more complicated cargo berth. This 
is especially useful when ferrying back and forth from intercepted vessels, since it is a far 
easier location to defend from unexpected boarders. As one of the entry points to the 
ship, an Improved Magic Mouth here interrogates anyone not wearing an IEN uniform 
who goes down the stairs into the ship. 

2. Catapult turret- This location holds the ships main battery, but it also holds (in wizard 
locked, warded iron chests) the magical munitions of the ship. 1d2 rounds of Snow-
shot(WCC) and 1d3 rounds of Ringing Shot(WCC).  

3.  
Tactics 

Kerym Aelas is cautious, he tries to gather as much information as possible about a foe 
before engaging them. In general, he prefers to swoop past a vessel several times, pounding it 
with missiles and magic before sending a boarding party aboard the flitters to investigate the 
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disabled wreck. Unless facing obvious foes such as Neogi, undead, or Scro he gives encountered 
vessels a chance to show peaceful intent. He scruplously follows all of the Imperial Elven 
Navy’s treaty obligations in Bralspace, not because that is the legal thing to do, but because 
following such agreements maintains elven honor. 

 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; SJR2 Realmspace; War Captain's 
Companion boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's Handbook; Dragon #220 "Bazaar of the 
Bizarre: Elven Magic"; PHBR8 The Complete Book of Elves; SJA3 Crystal Spheres; Dragon 
#214 "Bazaar of the Bizarre: Arcane elven artifacts"; PHBR7 The Complete Bard’s Handbook; 
Hackmaster Player’s Handbook; Hackjammer; The Adventurer’s Guide to Pixie Fairies; Dragon 
#60 ‘The Elven Point of View’; SJA2 Skull & Crossbows; SJR5 Rock of Bral; Dragon #251 ‘By 
Any Other Name’; Dragon #279 ‘An Elven Lexicon’; PHBR4 The Complete Wizard's 
Handbook; Dragon #60 ‘The Gods of the Elves’; The Fall of Myth Drannor; Cormanthyr: 
Empire of Elves; Evermeet: Island of the Elves; Dragon #251 ‘Magic of the Seldarine’ 

Black Deliverance  
Former Zhentarim river galley  
(Appears in Chapter 2 of my Mercs Forgotten Realms PBEM game; Bilk Runthorn is a PC 
created and played by Alex Corbin.) 
 
Tonnage: 16 tons 
Hull Points: 16  
Crew: 10/16 
AR: 9 
Maneuverability class: E  
Landing;Land: No 
Landing;Water: Yes 
Saves As: thin wood 
Power Type: Furnace Helm Back Up: Ornery Oars of Hackjammin’ 
Ship's Rating: 2 
Armament: 

1 Med. Ballistae (FPS); Crew: 2  
 Piercing Ram  
Cargo: 8 tons  
Keel Length: 95' 
Beam Length: 15' 
  

This vessel is a pirate groundling vessel from Toril. The Black Deliverance arrived at 
Bral from Realmspace in the first month of 5050 OC. Apparently, the crew acquired Ornery 
Oars of Hackjammin’ somewhere in the sphere, which enabled them to traverse the flow. What 
the ship and crew’s plans are from that point are unknown… 
 
Captain Bilk Runthorn (CN hem T(Buccaneer) 6) 
Date of Birth/Death: circa 1345 DR / still alive 
Appearance: Bilk has pointed ears and stands taller than many elves. The only thing that gives 
him away is the beginning growths of a moustache and beard that prove that he is a half-elf. He 
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looks young, perhaps in his early twenties. His eyes are as grey as a druid's soul and look as if 
they have seen horrors that one would shatter the mind of a weaker man. His black hair flows 
down his neck and is gathered together by a black leather thong to keep it from flying freely with 
the winds. A single gold earring dangles from his left ear lobe. His body, while not heavy 
muscled, is sharply cut and well-defined. He wears a black leather shirt cut with a v-neck that he 
ties loosely with a black cord. The black shirt is tucked into a pair of tight-fitting black leather 
pants which are snugly cinched around his waist. Tight black leather gloves encase his hands. 
The pants in turn are tucked into knee-high black riding boots. Completing his wardrobe is a old 
worn grey travelling cloak with hood, the cloak has several dark stains permeating it as well as 
several poor stitching jobs. 

He carries a black leather backpack that seems filled to its capacity. Belted at his waist is 
a cutlass, a single poniard, a two large belt pouches, and a black starwheel pistol. Bilk bears a 
hideous scar over both his legs and his stomach. 
Magical Equipment: Ring of Protection +2, Ring of Invisibility, Poniard +2 ("Pony" Int: 14 Ego: 
6 AL: CN, Detect Magic 10'/at will, Heal 1/day, Speaks Common), Ring of Resistance 
(Alteration spells), Ring of Ice Knives (per spell, 1/round), Amulet of Perpetual Youth, 2 
starwheel pistols 
Height/Weight/Hair/Eyes: 5’10” 140 lbs Black hair, grey eyes 
History: Bilk is very tight-lipped about his past. From Bilk's oaths and mannerisms and the little 
that he has said, it was clear that Bilk used to be aboard a ship; privateer or a pirate, it is unclear 
which he actually was. Bilk seems to follows orders quickly and decidedly as well as to give 
orders expecting them to be followed in the same manner.  

One of the original officers of the Black Guard mercenary company of Toril, Bilk was for 
a short time second in command but he clashed repeatedly with other officers. Bilk and a few of 
his men stole a Furnace Helm from the company and fled while the company was recuperating 
in the river town of Scornubel following a major battle with Cyricists in the town of Hill’s Edge. 
Bilk and his nine ‘Snakes’ stole a river galley and installed the Furnace Helm aboard. Then they 
used the river galley, renamed Black Deliverance, to flee Toril.  

 
Crew: 
9 ‘Snakes’, former Black Guard mercenaries 
(N or CN hm F2) Average abilities scores. HP: 8-16 
AC: 7 (Leather and Shield) # At: 1 THAC0: 19 
Damage: 1d6 (composite shortbow), 2d4 (broadsword), 1d6 (light lance), 1d4 (dagger) 
Range: 5/10/18 (composite shortbow) 
ML: 12 Age: 16-22 
Prof: shortbow, broadsword, light lance/spear, dagger  
NWP: varies widely but seamanship, horsemanship, fire building, gaming, and weather sense 
predominate. Most have 4 non-weapon proficienies, speak common and cannot read/write.  
Equipment: chainmail, leather armor, broadsword or longsword (and scabbard), Light Lance, 
Small Shield,  composite shortbow (extra strings), 20 arrows (and quiver), flint and steel, winter 
blanket, clothing (including riding boots), Winter clothing (hats,gloves et al), Winter cloak, 
bedroll/hammock, desert robes, saddlebags, horse blankets, dagger, and rope. Every trooper has 
some personal items as well. 
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Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; SJR2 Realmspace; War Captain's 
Companion boxed set; Of Ships and the Sea; Forgotten Realms Campaign Set 

Dragazhar 
House Cartan Shrikeship 
Tonnage: 30 tons 
Hull Points: 30 
Crew: 14/30 
Maneuverability Class: B 
Landing; Land: Yes 
Landing; Water: No 
AR: 5 
Saves As: Thick Wood 
Power Type: Major Helm 
Ship's Rating: per helmsman 
Armament: 
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3 Heavy Ballistae Crew (FPS, PS, APS): 4 each 
1 Light jettison (aft) Crew: 2  
Piercing Ram 

Cargo: 20 tons 
Keel Length: 100'  
Beam Length: 20' 
 

The Dragazhar, named after a species of carnivorous bat from the Realmspace planet of 
Toril, is a shrike ship owned and operated by House Cartan of the Rock of Bral. Unlike most 
shrike ships, the Dragazhar is painted black, and its sail wings are painted to resemble bat wings. 
This gives the vessel a rather sinister appearance. 

The ship is used by House Cartan as personal transport when various House members go 
on adventuring or piratical voyages.   

 
n.b. In the Jammers PBEM campaign the Dragazhar was destroyed by the Company of 

the Silver Star on the planet known as The Isle of Dread. This occurs in Chapter 7, Turns 47-50, 
on the 12 day of the 11th month of 5049 OC. 
 
Crew 
 
Delmaria (CE hf W(C) 16 – Witch kit)  

Delmaria is short, only about five feet tall, with 
curly black hair and equally black eyes. Her skin is tan, and 
a fine black cloak drapes her shoulders. She is very 
beautiful. Delmaria is obviously a very powerful and skilled 
mage. She took the best cabin on the vessel, and spends 
little time with the crew and none running the ship.   

Delrnaria willingly serves one of the great powers of 
the lower planes in exchange for receiving minions through 
her summoning spells. She is a long-time nemesis of the 
Lost Heroes adventuring band, but she left their sphere 
years back and has not encountered them since. 

Gamemasters should give Delmaria appropriate 
magic items and spells for her level. Her favorite spells are 
the Monster Summoning I-VI, she uses those spells as 
often as possible and always has them memorized.  

She is Diadan Cartan’s occasional lover and partner in crime, they are old adventuring 
companions. Despite this, they have no true loyalty to each other.  

Delmaria has two Rakasta bodyguards on board, powerfully built and agile catmen.  They 
obviously disdain most of the crew, and are called Kashin (LE Rakasta m F7 Gladiator kit, +2 
Scimiter White Dragonslayer, Dex 19) and Kenin (LE Rakasta m F/T 5/5 Acrobat kit, +3 
Quarterstaff, Dex 19).  They perform weapons practice on deck every day and seem extremely 
loyal to Delmaria.   
 
Dougal of House Cartan (CE hm Fighter 5 Swashbuckler)  
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Dougal is second or third cousin of Diadan Cartan and a rising star in House Cartan. Like 
all House Cartan bravos he wears black cloaks with gold trim and a rapier slung in black and 
gold baldrics. He is a short young man with a carefully trimmed black beard who often laughs 
loudly. He is cruel, but not stupid.  Dougal acted as the ship's captain, though his nautical skills 
seemed lacking.  The two ship's mates handled the actual work of running the ship. 
Dougal wielded a Rapier +1, Dagger +2, and Dagger of throwing +2. He carried a potions of 
Clairvoyance, Climbing, and ESP. He wears Padded Armor of Blending +3. 
 
Radick 'The Axe' (N hm T3 Bounty Hunter Dex 17, Chr 16) 
 Radick is a bounty hunter, he is on the ship as Dougal has hired him to help track his 
Radick’s former companions, the Company of the Silent Star.  His dark hair hangs loose over his 
shoulders and occasionally obscures a handsome face. The gray-blue of his eyes appear like 
granite as they reflect no emotion, and his face appears cut from the same stone. He is very 
arrogant and wields a battle axe and hand axes. 
 
Ship's Mates Thoramak (NE Gi m Fighter 3 (Pirate kit) str 18/33) and Yiminia (LE Gi f Fighter 3 
(Pirate kit) Str 17) 
 

The ship’s mates were a married pair of scarred Giff warriors named Thoramak and 
Yiminia.  They were not afraid to use whips to keep the crew in line, and maintained the ship's 
discipline very strictly.  Both wield large, basket-hilted broadswords and blunderbusses. They 
were skilled at spacemanship and navigation, and handled the day to day running of the ship, 
allowing whatever House Cartan nobles were aboard to focus on ‘the big picture.’ 

Yiminia specialized in blunderbuss and wore Boots of Striding and Springing, while 
Thoramak wielded a Broad Sword, Cursed Berserking and owned a Javelin of lightning. 

 
The ship has three helmsmen, two magelings (LE hm M2) and a minor priest of Loki (CE 

hm P2). There are twenty sailor/warriors, mostly human, running the ship. They are a hard-
bitten, evil lot (LE hm F2, cutlasses& daggers). 
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Deckplans 

1. Ballista   
2. Bridge/Helm 
3. Open Deck 
4. Delmaria’s Quarters – she has protected the room with many warding spells and traps. 
5. Kashin & Kenin’s Quarters 
6. Wings, painted to look like batwings, unlike the feather pattern on most shrikeships 
7. Wardroom 
8. Crew & helmsmen’s Quarters 
9. Thoramak and Yiminia’s quarters. 
10. Dougal & Radick’s Quarters  
11. Galley 
12. Cargo hold 
13. Cargo doors 

 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; SJR2 Realmspace; War Captain's 
Companion boxed set; Tome of Magic; PHBR4 The Complete Wizard's Handbook; SJR5 Rock of 
Bral ;  CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's Handbook; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Delmaria’; SJR1 Lost 
Ships 

Elentári 
Imperial Elven Navy Man-o-War 
Tonnage: 60 tons 
Hull Points: 60  
Crew: 10/60 
AR: 5 (Armored Figurehead +2 
(WCCp78) 
Maneuverability class: C 
Landing;Land: No 
Landing;Water: No 
Saves As: Ceramic 
Power Type: Major helm 
Ship's Rating: Per spelljammer 
Armament: 
     2 Med. Ballistae +1 (FP,FS); 
Crew: 2 each 
     1 Med Catapult (360°); Crew: 3 
     1 Med Jettison (A); Crew: 3 
Cargo: 20 tons (10 used on 
Mosquito berthing) 
Keel Length: 200' 
Beam Length: 20' 
 

The Elentári (translation: Star-Queen) is a standard Imperial Elven Navy Man-o-War. 
Fully crewed, she is equipped to undertake longterm individual patrols. The Elentári is currently 
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assigned to the Realmspace fleet under Admiral Icarus, after serving for a long period with the 
fleet in Bralspace (aka Spiralspace). Built originally on the planet Greela in Greyspace, the 
Elentári is one of the "Emerald Monarch" class Men-o-War, the sort most commonly seen in 
Wildspace today (and the vessel depicted on the Man-o-War card in the Spelljammer: AD&D 
Adventures in Space boxed set). She was provided with all the standard Elven magics, making 
her more then a match for the pirate, neogi and slave vessels she usually encounters. 

 
Crew 
 
Captain Alduya Menelya (CG ef F9/M7 Corsair Kit (CSpHB) HP 67 D16 I15 Ch16) 
AC: 4 (Bracers of Defence AC6 plus dex) 
Sample prof: navigation (wildspace and flow), spelljamming, spacemanship, heraldry 
Magic items: Bracers of defence AC6, Longbow +2, Eyes of the Eagle, Talisman of 
Memorization 

Alduya is a native of the planet Greela in Greyspace. A high elf, she was fascinated with 
wildspace from childhood and shipped out at her first opportunity aboard an elven trader. She 
has spent the past two centuries following her passion, first aboard merchants vessels, and then 
as a member of the IEN. She enjoys her current assignment because her immediate superior, 
Admiral Icarus, understands the independent nature of elves and gives his captains as much 
latitude as possible in the performance of their duties. She is a bitter, ruthless opponent of the 
scro, who destroyed her brother's vessel. She is normally a cautious, but inquisitive commander 
who takes her duties very seriously. Currently unattached it is known that in the past she has had 
relationships with several infamous elven and half-elven rogues. Though multiclass she far 
prefers her fighting skills, seeing her magic as a means to an end (spelljamming). 

 
First Mate Earendil (CG em F9 Archer kit (CEHB) HP 76 D19 C18) 
AC: 3 (Ring of Protection +3 plus dex) 
Magic items: Boots of Star Striding (Dr159), Ring of protection +3, 1d6 Major Arrows of 
Pyros (Dr237), 1d4 Emerald-tipped arrows (Dr237) 

Earendil is a silver or moon elf of Toril. Born on Evermeet, it is unknown why he left that 
fair land to join the IEN a century ago. As taciturn as the dwarven stereotype, he is even more 
closedmouth about his past. He serves Alduya well as first mate, stalking silently among the 
crew he sends them to fix deficiencies with just a glance. In battle he uses many magical arrows 
enchanted for him by the ship's mages, firing arrows that explode into fireballs or webs on 
impact. 

 
Navigator Thessalon (CG em M12 War Mage kit(CSpHB) HP35 I18) 
AC: 5 (White Robe of the Archmagi 5% MR also) 
Spellbook (incomplete): Wizard Lock, Conduit (CEHB), Lightening Bolt, Enhance Rating, 
Create Minor Helm, many others. 
Magic Items: 1-6 scrolls, Robe of the Archmagi(white), Wand of Fire 

Thessalon, a grey elf from Darnanon, is the most racist of the elves on board. Firmly 
convinced of the superiority of elves and elven culture, he treats those of other races he meets in 
a cold, polite, but distant manner. He is secretly in love with Captain Alduya, but finds he cannot 
stomach her more tolerant views and so is unable to express his feelings. He spends a great deal 
of time in his quarters creating scrolls of spells, especially Lightening Bolt and Create Minor 
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Helm. Captain Alduya is a great believer in preparedness, so she makes it a point to procure the 
need materials at each stop, so a supply of such scrolls is always on hand. 

 
Battlepoet Rinthilon (NG ef F6/M6 Bladesinger kit(CEHB) HP45 S16 D17 I15) 
AC: 1 (Elven chain +1, plus dex) 
Magic items: Gemsword, Elven chain +1, Brooch of Shielding, Boots of Jumping. 

A member of the famed Kintiara, IEN Marines, Rinthilon leads the contingent stationed 
aboard the Elentári. A fierce, powerful looking Torilian Gold elf, she is a stickler for training, 
leading her troops daily in sworddances. She also takes her inspirational and entertainment duties 
seriously, using her fine singing voice and skill with the harp to keep morale up during long 
voyages. She is nearly as xenophobic as Thessalon, but better able to hide her hostility to non-
elves she meets. She is thus often chosen by Captain Alduya to lead boarding and inspection 
missions to encountered vessels. Born in the Elven Court, near fabled Myth Drannor on Toril she 
is well aquinted with the legends and politics of that region. 
 
Other Crew: 
Helmsmen: 4 Mages, levels 2-5 
Priests: 4 Priests, levels 2-5 (Correlon Larethian) 
Kintiara (Marines) 16 F/M levels 2-4 in each 
30 Crewman Fighters level 2  
 
All except mages wear Elven Chain (AC5) and carry the following weapons: Kintiara: 
longswords; Priests:Shortswords; Crew:Shortswords and longbows Note that each of the mages 
will have 1-4 scrolls (usually at least 1 Lightening bolt). Other crewmembers may very well 
have minor magic items as well. 
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Ship's Key 
All rooms are lit by hooded lamps with Continual Light spells on them. 
 
Maindeck: 

1. Jettison- A look out is posted here at all times, the jettison shot is stored here as well, and 
garbage is also exited from the vessel here. 

2. Companionway 
3. Cargo and Detention area- The lower half of the area has been modified to carry a std 

Mosquito-class landing craft. A pair of large double doors operated by winches allow the 
vessel to enter and leave its berth. The mosquito is helmless, Create Minor helm scrolls 
are used when it is needed. 

4. Crew cabin- 15 elves share this small space, sleeping in bunks stacked 4 high. the walls 
are decorated with beautiful woodland scenes which, thanks to a permanent illusion cast 
when the vessel was built, are ever changing. 

5. Crew Cabins- similiar to room #4, this is the quarters of the Kintiara. 
6. Galley- Cooking is done here, most supplies are kept in the hold, of course. The stove is 

small and made of bricks. 
7. Spelljammer's Cabin- The ship's helmsmen and priests share this cabin. This room also 

houses a Sanctuary Icon dedicated to Correlon Larethian, and a small alchemical 
laboratory. The bunks in this room are four high, as in the crew quarters, to grant this 
room for study and research. there are likely to be 1d6-1 potions in this room availoable 
to its inhabitents, as well as 1d4 mage scrolls. 

8. Chart and Navigation Command- On the Elentári this room has been converted into crew 
quarters, with bunks stacked 4 high. It is similar to rooms #4 & 5 

9. Ballista Pit- besides serving in battle as a weapon station, this room generally acts as the 
messhall for the ship. Benches and tables (which can be quickly folded away for battle) 
provide a congenial location for the crew to take their meals or pass their free time. 
Chessboards, cards, and other amusements are available from compartments in the walls, 
and the view through the ship's "eyes" is spectacular. Poetry readings and musical 
performances are also sometimes performed here, somewhat incongroeus though they are 
with the squat, dangereous looking shapes of the two medium ballistae +1. Besides 
storing thirty or so normal bolts for these weapons, Captain Alduya usually has 1d3 
helmseekers available as well. 

 
Battledeck: 

1. Bridge- This is the nerve center of the ship. the vessel's Major Helm is here in the center, 
as is the Planetary Locator, Portal Locator, and Passage Device. A large, sturdy table 
serves as the ship's navigation center as well. Speaking tubes link this room with each of 
the weapons' pits. 

2. Forwarddeck- Accessible only through a hatch from the main deck, this is a popular spot 
to "get away" for the crew, as there is often only the std forward lookout up here. 

3. Hatch 
4. Companionway 
5. Storage- Captain Alduya prefers to keep munitions either near the weapon, in sturdy iorn 

boxes, or in the hold. This room has been turned into the ship's library. In fact, it is 
relatively complete and represents a wizards research library valued at about 5,000 gp. It 
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holds a wide variety of works, though elven language material predominates, of course. 
Increasing this libraries size and scope is one of the captain's pet projects. 

6. Storage/head 
7. Captain's Quarters- Thinking the large captain's cabin could be put to better use, Captain 

Alduya has taken this cabin as her own instead. She keeps it fairly well furnished, though 
it is often in disarray with start charts and reports scattered about. The captain's 
spellbooks are here, of course, as well as 1d4 potions and scrolls. The most importnat 
item in the room is the Captain's issued Cyrstal Ball with Telepathy, which allows her 
to maintain communications with Admiral Icarus. 

8. Officers' Quarters- This room is now shared by the Firstmate, Navigator, and Battlepoet. 
They have used thin wooden partitions to divide the room into four, roughly equal 
sections. they each use one such section for their quarters, and the fourth holds a table 
and benches. It is used as a wardroom, a place the officers can meet as a group with the 
captain or each other to discuss operations. 

 
Castle Deck: 

1. Lookout station and Flight deck- besides its most common use as a lookout station, this 
broad area is used for ceremonies involving the full ship's crew. Additionally, occasional 
plays are put on here to help pass the time on long patrols. When the mosquito is ferrying 
passengers and cargo, this pad is used instead of the more complicated cargo berth. This 
is especially useful when ferrying back and forth from intercepted vessels, since it is a far 
easier location to defend from unexpected boarders. 

2. Catapult turret- This location holds the ships main battery, but it also holds (in wizard 
locked, warded iron chests) the magical munitions of the ship. 1d2 rounds of Snow-
shot(WCC), 1d3 rounds of Ringing Shot(WCC), and 1d10 rounds of skunk shot 
(Dr159). Finally, a seperate bound iron box, warded against fire, holds 20 smoke powder 
bombs. Each of these large, hollow stone balls holds 10 charges of smoke powder 
stoppered by wax and a fuze. Designed to be hurled by a medium catapult after being lit, 
they have standard ranges but causes 1d10 hull points and 3-30 hit points of damage. 
There is a 25% chance per use that the fuze will go out in flight or explode early, causing 
no damage. 

 
Tactics 

Captain Alduya believes strongly in using tactics appropriate to the situation. She has 
spent a great deal of time study the various spacefaring races and their weaknesses and strengths. 
In general, she prefers to swoop past a vessel several times, pounding it with explosive spells and 
arrows from her crew before sending a boarding party aboard the Mosquito to investigate the 
disabled wreck. Unless facing obvious foes such as Neogi or Scro she gives encountered vessels 
a chance to show peaceful intent. She does insist on inspecting most vessels encountered, 
however, as she is determined to eradicate slaver in Realmspace.  
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; Dragon #159 ‘Bazaar of the 
Bizarre: Magic from the Stars’; SJR2 Realmspace; War Captain's Companion boxed set; CGR1 
Complete Spacefarer's Handbook; Dragon #237 “Bazaar of the Bizarre: Long Shots”, PHBR8 
The Complete Book of Elves; Dragon #60 ‘The Elven Point of View’; A Gateway to Sindarin; 
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Dragon #251 ‘By Any Other Name’; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Icarus’; Dragon #60 ‘The Gods of 
the Elves’; Dragon #251 ‘Magic of the Seldarine’ 

Fisher King 
Company of the Chalice squidship  
Tonnage: 45 tons 
Hull Points: 45 
Crew: 12/45 
Maneuverability Class: D 
Landing;Land: No 
Landing;Water: Yes 
AR: 5 
Saves As: Thick Wood 
Power Type: Minor Helm 
Ship's Rating: per helmsman 
Armament:  

2 Med. Ballistae (AP, AS) Crew: 2 each 
2 Swivel guns (P, S) Crew: 1 each 
1 Heavy Cannon (360°) Crew: 4  
Piercing Ram 

Cargo: 23 tons 
Keel Length: 250'  
Beam Length: 25' 
 
 The Fisher King is a Company of the Chalice squidship currently home-ported at the 
Rock of Bral, where Company of the Chalice refugees have gathered after the Scro captured their 
former Bralspace chapterhouse in the city of Gilnole on Spiral. The Fisher King survived the 
scro invasion as it was away on a mission against the Neogi at the time. Her crew, and most of 
the other members of the Company who now survive (primarily for similar reasons) feel 
tremendous if unjustified guilt because they were not present when the chapterhouse and their 
fellows were destroyed.   
 The commander of the Company of the Chalice in Bralspace is Grand Knight Chaladar, 
who commands a tower on Gulciryat, and has been besotted by the mysteries of that place. The 
true leader is Grand Commander Sir Pelles, technically the second in command for the sphere, 
his second is Sister Admiral Lady Shalandain, who is also the commander of the Fisher King. 
After her comes Brother-Marshal Major-General Ruthgar Gronig (LG Gim F9), who commands 
the Company’s few ground forces and oversees military training.   

The Company’s forces are relatively few in Bralspace, the Fisher King is the flagship for 
a small flotilla of lesser vessels, all home ported on the Rock where a warehouse has been 
purchased in the Low City and converted into a temporary chapter house. Since the Tower on 
Gulciryat is small and well off the normal trade routes, the Chapter house on Bral is de facto 
headquarters for the sphere and the home port for the Company’s Bralspace vessels. 

 
 
 

  

Swivel gun 
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Crew 
 
Admiral and Commander of Knights Shalandain (LG hf Pal 11)  
AC: -3 (Field plate armor +3, Shield) HP: 77 
Weapons: Fate's Promise (long sword +5 holy avenger, see 
below), Dagger 
Spells:  
Priest: 2x1st, 1x2nd; Varies but often Cure Light Wounds, 
Courage (ToM), Spiritual Hammer 
Weapon Proficiencies: Longsword (specialist), sword and 
shield style (specialist), Smokepowder siege weapons 
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Signaling, Wildspace Navigation, 
Phlogiston Navigation, Engineering, Spacemanship, Religion, 
Heraldry, Etiquette, Cartagraphy, Zero-Gravity Combat 
Equipment: She wears Field plate armor +3, boots of 
starstriding, and carries a Fate's Promise (long sword +5 
holy avenger, grants a magic resistance of 50% in a 5' radius, dispels magic in a 5' radius, and 
grants a bonus of 10 additional points of damage upon chaotic evil opponents.  In addition Fate's 
Promise can cast strength once per day, and heal twice per day), potion of flying, shield. 

 
A native of Bralspace, Shalandain has been devoted to the Company of the Chalice since 

she was a small child, her parents were both paladins within the order and she was raised in the 
Company’s stronghold at Gilnole on SpiralShe rose swiftly within the order, which she joined 
officially a year after her parents were slain by neogi.  Shalandain naturally chose to crusade 
against the neogi in Bralspace whenever she got the opportunity.  

When the scro invaded Spiral, she had just recently been given command of the Fisher 
King. Her first mission was a neogi, and she met with moderate success, finally cornering and 
destroying a Neogi mindspider near the God’s Marbles. She recovered her highly magical and 
intelligent sword, Fate's Promise, from its wreckage her return to Gilnole was anything but 
triumphant, however. Unaware that Spiral had fallen, the Fisher King was attacked by the 
Tarantula Fleet over Gilnole just as the crew was registering that the city was in ruins and 
swarming with humanoid foes. Through clever tactics Shalandain was able to elude the scro and 
escape the atmosphere, eventually fleeing to the rock of Bral where the survivors and exiles of 
the Company regroup and consulted with the Imperial Elven Navy on how to respond to the 
disaster.  

There has been great debate within the Company over what to do next.  The titular head 
of the Company in Bralspace, Grand Knight Chaladar, is obsessed with Gulciryat and its secrets, 
he spares no thought for Spiral or the humanoids occupying it. Her immediate superior on Bral, 
Grand Commander Sir Pelles, feels the company should leave freeing Spiral to the IEN and 
focus on the traditional Company mission of searching for the Chalice and sweeping the shipping 
lanes of foes like the neogi and pirates. Despite her hatred of the Neogi, Shalandain strongly 
believes that the Company must aid the elves in free Spiral and reestablish the Company’s base 
there. Most of the junior Brothers agree with Shalandain but the company is strictly hierarchal.   
She chafes at orders which prevent her from raids on the scro, and normally cruises her vessel 
between Gulciryat and Bral while carrying messages between her superiors.  
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Brother Knight Sir Cligès (LG hm Pal 5)  
AC: 3 (plate mail) HP: 35 each 
Weapons: Halberd +2 Flame tongue, Dagger, wheel lock pistol 
Weapon Proficiencies: Halberd (specialist), two handed weapon style (specialist), dagger, 
smokepowder weapons group 
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Signaling, Wildspace Navigation, Spacemanship, Religion, Heraldry, 
Etiquette, Zero-Gravity Combat 
Equipment: Platemail, Halberd +2 Flame tongue, potion of healing, wheel lock pistol, 10 
charges of smokepowder 
 
Brother Knight Sir Jaufre (LG hm Pal 5) 
AC: 2 (plate mail, shield) HP: 40 each 
Weapons: long sword +2, +4 versus neogi, Dagger 
Weapon Proficiencies: Longsword (specialist), sword and shield style (specialist), Smokepowder 
siege weapons 
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Signaling, Wildspace Navigation, Spacemanship, Religion, Heraldry, 
Etiquette, Zero-Gravity Combat 
Equipment: plate mail, shield, long sword +2, +4 versus neogi, potion of red dragon control,  
 

Sir Cligès and Sir Jaufre are both devoted to Lady Shalandain, and like her they feel great 
guilt that the Fisher King was hunting neogi when Spiral fell to the scro.  
 
Brother Chaplains 
 3 Priests of Tyr (LG hm P2) act as helmsmen for the Fisher King, all former acolytes 
from the Tyrian temple on the Rock of Bral.  
 
2 Brother-Sergeants Freehelm and Jacob 
LG hm F4 Crusader kit (from CGR1) 
AC: 4 (Chainmail, shield) HP: 30 each Thaco: 18  
Weapons: broadsword +1, dagger, boarding pike +1, wheellock pistol & 10 charges 
smokepowder 
WP: broadsword (specialist), dagger, Arquebus, cannon, boarding pike (specialist) 
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Zero-Gravity Combat (9),  
Weaponsmithing (8), Armorer (9), Black Smithing (16) 
 
Brothers-at-Arms (Soldiers) 
25 LG or LN hm or hf F2 Crusader kit (from CGR1) 
AC: 4 (Chainmail, shield) HP: 15 each Thaco:18  
Weapons: broadsword, dagger, 15 with boarding pikes, 10 w/ arquebus & 10 charges 
smokepowder 
WP: broadsword (specialist), dagger, Arquebus, cannon, boarding pike 
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Zero-Gravity Combat (9) 
 
Brothers-at-Service (Sailors)  
15 Sailors LG or LN hm or hf F2 
AC: 8 (Leather) HP: 10 each Thaco:18  
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Weapons: scimitar, dagger 
WP: short sword, dagger, Ballista,  
NWP: Spacemanship (12), Signaling (12), Heraldry [space] (10), Rope Use (12), Carpentry (16) 
 
 

 
 
 
Ship's Key 
All rooms are lit by hooded lamps with Continual Light spells on them. 
 
Forecastle: 

1. Cannon turret - This location holds the ships main battery, a heavy cannon purchased 
from the Smith’s Coster.  

2. Shot Storage – The smokepowder, grapeshot, and cannon balls are stored here. The ship’s  
swivel guns are kept here as well when the ship is not at battle stations.  

3. Mainmast & Swivel Guns – When in action, the ships two swivel guns are set railing 
mounts on either side of the mainmast, facing port and starboard.  

 

Canno
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Sterncastle: 
1. Mizzen mast 
2. Medium Ballistae 
3. Captain’s Station 

 
Maindeck: 

1. Helm and Chart room - The vessel's Minor Helm is here in the center, as its Planetary 
Locator. A large, sturdy table serves as the ship's navigation center and a cabinet holds 
the charts for Bralspace, including specialty charts for the asteroid fields and planet 
approaches. Speaking tubes link this room with the Captain’s station above. 

2. Cargo doors 
3. Saloon/Galley - Besides serving as a meeting room and tavern, this room generally acts 

as the messhall for the ship. Benches and tables (which can be quickly folded away for 
battle) provide a congenial location for the crew to take their meals. Chessboards are 
available and a small hard is stored here as well.  Food is prepared here; one wall 
contains a counter (with cabinets beneath for storing crockery and foodstuffs) and a brick 
oven for cooking meals. 

4. Captain’s Quarters – This large room is sparsely furnished with a cot and a chest for the 
Admiral, but there is a large desk and many chairs, as well as a chart of Bralspace and a 
m,ap of Spiral on the bulkheads. Lady Shalandain uses the for meetings.  It is also fairly 
public, since you have to go through it to get to the boarding exit. 

5. 5. Storage/Boarding Exit: This room is mostly used for storage, but a second door has 
been installed, so that when the Fisher King rams an enemy vessel, the knights pour out 
of this door, and use the ram as a boarding bridge.  

6. Head 
 
Cargo deck: 

1. Cargo bay – The Fisher King rarely carries cargo. This area is often used for storage, 
more often it is a berthing area for troops the vessel is transporting.  It has lots of hooks at 
various levels on the walls and the decks that allow up to 63 hammocks to be strung here 
(the ship could only carry that many for a short while, unless magic is used to freshen the 
air envelope.) 

2. Officers' Quarters - This room is now shared by the Brother Chaplains and the brother 
Sergeants. It is filled with sea chests and bunk beds. 

3. Knights’ Quarters – The two Brother Knights share this space, with bunks, sea chests, 
weapon racks and armor stands. 

4. Crew cabin - 20 Brothers-at-Service and Brothers-at-Arms share this small space, 
sleeping in 12 bunks stacked 3 high (they have to ‘hot bunk it’ with those on watch 
sharing a bunk with those asleep). Each man has a sea chest.  

5. Head 
6. Crew cabin - 20 Brothers-at-Service and Brothers-at-Arms share this small space, 

sleeping in 12 bunks stacked 3 high (they have to ‘hot bunk it’ with those on watch 
sharing a bunk with those asleep). Each man has a sea chest.  

7. Companionway – In the corner under the stairs, the chaplains maintain a small shrine to 
Tyr.  
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Tactics 
Lady Shalandain prefers straight forward tactics. Unless facing obvious foes such as 

Neogi or Scro she gives encountered vessels a chance to show peaceful intent. When hostile 
intent is demonstrated, she will attempt to ram the largest opposing enemy vessel while firing on 
it with the cannon. When the ship approaches ramming distance the cannon will be loading with 
grapeshot. After the enemy vessel is rammed grapeshot is fired across the opposing ship’s decks 
and the Lady Dhalandain leads a charge across the bow ram to seize the enemy ship.  The 
ballistae and swivels are used to protect the flanks and rear of the Fisher King. Althugh she is 
proud and aggressive, Lady Shalandain is neither a fool nor suicidal; against obviously superior 
foes she does not hesitate to run.   
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; SJR2 Realmspace; War Captain's 
Companion boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's Handbook; Hackjammer; A Mighty 
Fortress; The Crusades; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Shalandain’; AD&D Trading Cards 
‘Shalandain's Boots of Starstriding’; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Shalandain's Holy Avenger’ 
Dragon #232 ‘Sorcerous Sixguns’; Tome of Magic; Dragon #159 ‘Bazaar of the Bizarre: Magic 
from the Stars’; HR4 A Mighty Fortress 

Flowfish 
House Moune Tradesman 
Tonnage: 25 tons 
Hull Points: 25 
Crew: 10/25 
Maneuverability Class: D 
Landing;Land: No 
Landing;Water: No 
AR: 5 
Saves As: Thick Wood 
Power Type: Minor Helm 
Ship's Rating: per helmsman 
Armament: 

1 Med. Ballistae Crew (APS): 2 each 
1 Light Catapults (F) Crew: 1  

Cargo: 13 tons 
Keel Length: 120'  
Beam Length: 30' 
 

The Flowfish is a typical merchant vessel, owned by House Moune of the Rock of Bral. 
She typically stays in sphere, making the regular runs to the House Moune farming asteroids 
Torik's Luck and Finagle. Occasionally she will be used for an out of sphere run, if a given cargo 
demands it. 

Most SJ ship plans don't show rigging, making one wonder if they have any. Well, they 
do. On a tradesman like the Flowfish, for instance, the "fins" are all made from standard sail 
cloth linked to masts made of kindori (space whale) bones (it is this use of kindori corpses, as 
well as their oil for Greek fire, which make kindori such a valuable commodity). These masts are 
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flexible and linked by a rope and pulley system to the mainmast and railings, thus allowing the 
crew to alter their settings and thus turn the ship (through sympathetic magic). 
 
Crew 
 
Post-Captain Wilhemina of the House Moune 
Tradesman Flowfish.  
Female, Giff, 9' tall, 600 pds. Wears an elaborate 
purple naval officer's dress uniform with gold trim. 
Tannish pink skin, course, black hair tied in a ponytail 
beneath her purple tricorner hat. A large cutlass hangs 
from a black leather baldric and two wheellock pistols 
are shoved into her belt. 
Stats: LN GiF F4 (Corsair kit) HP: 33 Str 19 Dex 10 
Con 17 Int 15 Wis 15 Chr 15 
Equipment: Cutlass +1, 2 wheellock pistols, arquebus, 
30 charges of smokepowder 

The Captain is a very skilled sailor, she knows 
Bralspace like few alive and has adventured in many 
other spheres as well. Before hiring on with House 
Moune she was involved with the Pragmatic Order of 
Thought, leading raids against slave ships. Some of her 
current crew were rescued by her in that way. Morale 
under her command is very high and the crew is 
extremely loyal. Because of her skill at training, most 
newly hired House Moune sailors serve a tour on the 
Flowfish so Wilhemina can weed out the trouble 
makers. After she's pronounced them competent they 
move on to other vessels in the fleet. She does have a 
weakness for strawberry ale, but never gets drunk when 
her ship is underway. Her most immediate 
characteristic is her booming voice and favorite curse, 
"'PON MY SOUL!". 
 
Lt Sabbagh, Priest of Tymora; First Mate and Chief 
Helmsman  
Male, Human. 5'8, 150 pds. A plain man of maybe 
thirty, his dirty blond hair cropped close to his skull. 
He wears chainmail and has a warhammer hanging 
from his belt. 
Stats: CG hm P4 HP: 32 Str 12 Dex 14 Con 16 Int 14 
Wis 16 Chr 13 
Equipment: Chainmail, Shield +1, warhammer 

A quiet, soft spoken man from Raven's Bluff on Toril in Realmspace. Sabbagh is very 
efficient and well-liked by the crew. 
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Lt Sands; 2nd mate and navigator 
Male, Human. 6'0, 170 pds. A white haired old man with a pegleg who wears typical sailor’s 
garb. 
Stats: N W4 HP: 14 Str 8 Dex 10 Con 11 Int 16 Wis 14 Chr 12 
Equipment: Wand of Magic Missiles ("Sabra" is the command word), spellbook 

Lt Sands is a grumpy older wizard who has been selling his skills as a helmsman and 
navigator for many years now. Rich enough to retire, he loves wildpsace too much to give it up. 
 
All of the crew listed below have the following proficiencies: Spacemanship, Rope use, Ballista, 
Catapult, cutlass, heavy crossbow, and dagger. These are the "veteran" hands, the ship will often 
have 1d4 new hires aboard as well. 
 
Cudak (Bosun), halforc, male, old, tall, heavy, Clothes: High, hard boots, red jacket and black 
trousers Weapons: cutlass Stats: N hom T2 HP:7 STR:9 INT:10 WIS:8 DEX:18 CON:10 CHA:6 
 
Chedrikath, human, male, 40s, 195 cm, 70 kg, long brown straight hair, blue-brown eyes 
Clothes: Low, soft boots, yellow jacket and yellow trousers Weapons: cutlass Stats: LN hm F1 
HP: 7 STR: 12 INT:9 WIS:6 DEX:17 CON:8 CHA:10 
 
Mirunnor, human, male, 20s, 176 cm, 74 kg, long red wavy hair, gray eyes Clothes: High, hard 
boots, gray jacket and green trousers Weapons: cutlass Stats: LN hm F1 HP: 8 STR:8 INT:15 
WIS:6 DEX:12 CON:13 CHA:11 
 
Nithralad, half elven, male, age ?, 173 cm, 67 kg, long brown straight hair, green-brown eyes 
Clothes: Low, hard boots, green jacket and green trousers Weapons: cutlass Stats: N hem F1 
HP:6 STR:13 INT:14 WIS:15 DEX:10 CON:8 CHA:13 
 
Abigowia (Cook), human, female, 20s, 160 cm, 58 kg, short brown straight hair, green eyes, 
pocked marked face Clothes: High, hard boots, gray coat, blue blouse and brown long skirt 
Weapons: dagger Stats: N hf F1 HP:5 STR:14 INT:14 WIS:14 DEX:10 CON:10 CHA:9 
 
Kaidus, human, male, 30s, 191 cm, 63 kg, long black straight hair, brown eyes Clothes: High, 
soft boots, green coat and green trousers Weapons: cutlass Stats: N hm F1 HP:8 STR:15 INT:17 
WIS:7 DEX:9 CON:6 CHA:10 
 
Eower, human, male, 40s, 166 cm, 56 kg, short brown wavy hair, green-brown eyes Clothes: 
High, hard boots, brown jacket and brown trousers Weapons: dagger Stats: LN hm F1 HP:7 
STR:16 INT:9 WIS:10 DEX:14 CON:10 CHA:14 
 
Nyderiron, human, male, 20s, 179 cm, 74 kg, very short black wavy hair, blue-brown eyes 
Clothes: High, hard boots, brown jacket and brown trousers Weapons: dagger Stats: NG hm F1 
HP:9 STR:14 INT:14 WIS:14 DEX:15 CON:11 CHA:11 
 
Fatha, human, male, 40s, 194 cm, 78 kg, long brown straight hair, blue eyes Clothes: Low, hard 
boots, blue jacket and brown trousers Weapons: dagger Stats: LG hm F1 HP:5 STR:17 INT:9 
WIS:13 DEX:11 CON:14 CHA:16 
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Ethaonidd, human, male, 30s, 186 cm, 93 kg, long blonde wavy hair, blue eyes Clothes: High, 
hard boots, blue jacket and brown trousers Weapons: dagger Stats: LN hm F1 HP:4 STR:12 
INT:11 WIS:14 DEX:17 CON:12 CHA:14 
 
Adrardog, human, male, 20s old, 182 cm, 85 kg, long brown straight hair, brown eyes Clothes: 
High, hard boots, gray jacket and gray trousers, leather armor Weapons: dagger Stats: N hm T2 
HP:13 STR:9 INT:17 WIS:8 DEX:14 CON:17 CHA:17 
 
Agreannon, human, male, 26 years old, 166 cm, 76 kg, long auburn straight hair, brown eyes 
Clothes: High, hard boots, brown jacket and brown trousers Weapons: dagger Stats: N hm T1 
HP:6 STR:11 INT:14 WIS:16 DEX:13 CON:10 CHA:6 
 

 
 
Ship Key 
 
Main deck: 

1. Forward catapult. A light catapult with its ammunition in a square, sturdy wooden box 
next to it. It can fire forward, to port, and to starboard. 
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2. Cargo deck. In addition to these two hatches leading to the holds below much of the 
deckspace on the Flowfish is devoted to bulk cargo storage. 

3. Ballista mount. the Flowfish has two medium ballistae, one on each side of its mizzen fin. 
Each can fire aft and either port or starboard, and has its ammunition directly beside it in 
a wooden case bolted to the floor. 

4. Forward passage 
5. Aft passage 
6. Mizzen fin 
7. Main mast 

Cargo deck: 
1. Bridge. The ship's minor helm is kept here. A voice tube connects it to the forecastle 

above. A locked box in this room contains 1d6 scrolls with Create Minor Helm or 
Enhance Rating spells and 1d4 potions of healing. 

2. Companionway 
3. Captain's Cabin. Captain Wilhemina has taken this as her cabin. 
4. Lt Sabbagh's quarters. 
5. Chartroom. 
6. Lt Sands' quarters. 
7. Cargo hold 
8. Head. Waste is collected in cheap clay pots, when full these pots are catapulted off the 

ship; usually this is done every couple of days. 
9. Crew's Quarters. 
10. Crew's quarters. 
11. Galley/Pantry 
12. Mess/wardroom. Meals are taken here; a dart board and billiard table complete the ship's 

recreation facilities in this room. Several windows along the aft bulkhead show the glory 
of wildspace to diners. 
 

Accessible through trapdoors underneath both the aft and forward passageways, the 
steerage/ballast level is wide open but very low. Too inconvenient for cargo it is used to store 
spare sails, rope, and other gear. 
 
Sources: NPCMaker Version 1.6 (970728) Johan Danforth, AU-System; Spelljammer: AD&D 
Adventures in Space; SJR5 Rock of Bral; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Wilhemina’; AD&D Trading 
Cards ‘Sabbagh’; Faiths & Avatars; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Tradesman’ 

Flow Ghost 
Small Galleon 
 
Tonnage: 32 tons 
Hull Points: 32 
Crew: 4/20 
Maneuverability Class: D 
Landing (Land/ Water): No/ Yes 
AR: 7 
Saves As: Thick Wood 
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Power Type: Furnace helm 
Ship's Rating: 2 
Armament: 

2 Med. Ballistae (AP, AS); Crew:2 each 
Cargo: 16 tons 
Keel Length: 110' 
Beam Length: 15' 
 

The name of the vessel, Flow Ghost, is painted on both sides of the prow. She has a 
length of nearly 90', a beam of 26', a draught of 8' and stands 9' above the waterline to the top of 
her main deck rails and 17' above the waterline to the top of both her forecastle and poop rails. 
Her jolly boat has two hull points. The Flow Ghost is simply the smuggler's ship from U1 The 
Sinister Secret of Saltmarsh with a different crew, ballistae, and a furnace helm. 

The Flow Ghost is home ported at a concealed pirate port on the planet Shipwrecker, in 
Bralspace. She is used by the leader of that base, Dred (CE hm W (Ill)9) to transport goods taken 
by pirates back for sale on Bral. The Flow Ghost herself does not normally participate in piracy.  

The pirates who call at Dred's base are a loose fellowship known as the Shipwreckers' 
Fellows. Dred has assembled a crew which he at least trusts to fear him, and pays them well 
enough that most don't regret the relative boredom of smuggling pirated goods, compared to 
actual piracy. 

 
n.b. In the Jammers PBEM campaign  the Flow Ghost was captured by the players in 

Chapter 2, Turn 25 [2nd day of the 5th Month, 5049 OC] and subsequently sold to the merchant 
house of Eirenfezt. The COSS see it again with the Eirenfezt banner in Chapter 4, Turn 13 [29th 
day of the 6th month, 5049 OC]. 
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Crew: 
 
Captain Ocaba (CN hm F4 (merchant kit)) HP: 22 
AC:4 INT:16 WIS:16 
32 years old, 5'11, 200pds, long blonde wavey hair, 
blue-green eyes 
Clothes: High, hard boots, brown cloak, black tunic 
and brown trousers 
Wealth: Charm of Protection from Disease, Blank 
Scroll (#58 Dr73), 26 gp, 22 sp, 30 Shaar rings (FRA) 
Weapons: Horseman's mace +2, dagger, spear +1, 
Armour: chainmail, shield 

A cagy warrior and merchant from Bral itself, 
Ocaba makes a hefty profit on side cargoes and considers this his dream job. He hopes someday 
to become Dred's right hand man.  
 
Advisor Froa (CE hm P4 of Ares) HP: 18 AC:5 INT:14 WIS:15 CHA:17 
36 years old, 5'8, 160 pds, long brown straight hair, brown eyes 
Clothes: High, hard boots, brown robe 
Wealth: Cube of Frost Resistence, Pearl of Protection From Fire, Ring of Feather Falling, 
Magical Chess Set (#76 Dr73), 14 gp, 34 sp, Blood Note (IOU), 1 set of gold dice (10 gp) 
Weapons: Shortsword +2 Giant Slayer, chainmail 
Priest Abilities from Legends & Lore Requirements: AB as fighters; AL any non-good; WP any; 
AR any; SP combat, elemental, healing, weather; PW 12) raise dead; TU nil. 

Priest of a god of war, yet serving on a merchant vessel, Froa finds the ship's routine 
boring. He is constantly trying to convince Ocaba to take up active piracy, which the cautious 
captain refuses to do. Froa has been trying to convince one of the other pirate vessels to take him 
on, but all are afraid of annoying Dred, who wants the priest on the Flow Ghost to protect its 
cargo. Froa, like Ocaba, was a native of Bral and trained at the Olympian temple on Bral. 
 
First Mate Eowaeseth (N hm F5) HP: 46 AC:7 CON:17 
29 years old, 5'8, 180 pds, very short blonde straight hair, gray eyes 
Clothes: High, hard boots, brown cape, gray trousers 
Weapons: Broadsword, dagger Armour: Hard leather, shield 

Before becoming a pirate, Eowaeseth had a reputation on Ginsel as a skilled duelist, but 
he killed the wrong man's son. Now he hides from assassins among pirate scum, and takes it out 
on the crew through marathon deck swabbing sessions. They hate, but fear him. 

 
Bosun's Mate Kelacan (LE hm F4), HP:33 AC:7 STR:16 
54 years old, 5'10, 150, long blonde curly hair, brown eyes 
Clothes: Low, soft boots, gray cloak, gray tunic and red trousers 
Weapons: Shortsword, longbow Armour: Ringmail 

This thin old man is an excellent sailmaster who never speaks of his past but has a 
Krynnish accent. 
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Sailors 
Mareba (CE hm F1) HP:10 AC:7 
46 years old, long auburn wavy hair, blue eyes Clothes: High, soft boots, red cloak, brown tunic 
and blue trousers 
Weapons: Two-handed sword, dagger Armour: Ringmail 
 
Gyt (NE hm F2), HP:11 AC:7 DEX:16 
22 years old, short black wavey hair, brown eyes Clothes: Low, hard boots, brown cloak, brown 
tunic and yellow trousers 
Weapons: Two-handed sword, dagger Armour: Ringmail 
 
Lodak (LE hom F2) HP:16 AC:6 STR:17 
middle age, Clothes: High, soft boots, brown cape, black trousers 
Weapons: Shortsword, dagger Armour: Ringmail, shield 
 
Cadinnon (CN hm F1), HP: 7 AC:7 STR:17 
28 years old, very short black wavy hair, green eyes Clothes: Low, soft boots, brown cape, 
brown trousers 
Weapons: Broadsword, longbow Armour: Ringmail 
 
Aliaba (N hm F1), HP:9 AC:7 
32 years old, long brown wavy hair, gray eyes Clothes: Low, hard boots, brown cloak and black 
trousers 
Weapons: Morning star, shortsword Armour: Ringmail 
 
Gweilin (CN hm F1) HP:5 AC:8 CON:15 
34 years old, long blonde straight hair, blue eyes Clothes: Low, soft boots, gray cloak, green 
tunic and gray trousers 
Weapons: Two-handed sword, dagger Armour: Hard leather 
 
Kilimond (CN hm F2) HP:25 AC:8 
24 years old, very short black curly hair, blue eyes Clothes: High, soft boots, red cape, red tunic 
and red trousers 
Weapons: Shortsword, longbow Leather Armour 
 
Ibalen (NE hm F2) HP:12 AC:8 
31 years old, very short brown straight hair, brown eyes Clothes: High, soft boots, yellow cape, 
brown trousers 
Weapons: Morningstar, shortsword Armour: Soft leather 
 
Legelith (LE hf F3) HP:33 AC:6 
32 years old, short black straight hair, blue eyes Clothes: Low, soft boots, green cape, green tunic 
and gray trousers 
Weapons: Shortsword, dagger Armour: Ringmail, shield 
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Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's 
Handbook; U1 The Sinister Secret of Saltmarsh; PHBR4 The Complete Wizard's Handbook; 
Legends & Lore; Forgotten Realms Adventures; Dragon #73 ‘Non-violent Magic Items’; 
NPCMaker Version 1.6 (970728) Johan Danforth, AU-System; Of Ships and the Sea 

Hanali's Sword 
Modified Small Galleon 
Tonnage: 23 tons 
Hull Points: 23 
Crew: 8/23 
Maneuverability Class: C 
Landing; Land: No 
Landing; Water: yes 
AR: 7 
Saves As: Thick Wood 
Power Type: Minor helm, backup 
Furnace helm  
Ship's Rating: Per helmsman or 2 
(Furnace Helm) 
Armament: 

2 Med. Ballistae Crew (P, S): 2 each 
Cargo: 7 tons 
Keel: 90'  
Beam: 26'  
Draft: 8'  
Save as: Thick Wood  
Weapons: 2 md Ballistas  
Crew: 8/22  
Special: Charm v/s Fire (+1 on saves, fires sputter and die in 1 rd); Ship's Boat w/ Rudder of 
Propulsion; Ship is topped out with rigging, including a pair of fold out sail "wings" that move 
horizontally out from the deck in flight and fold against the ship’s hull when not in use. 
 

The term ‘Hanali’s Sword’ refers to the elvish goddess of love and beauty and is elven 
slang for the penis, making Elrohir’s choice of ship name a rather obscene joke.  
n.b Hanali’s Sword is based off the design of the Sea Ghost from U1 The Sinister Secret of 
Saltmarsh. 
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Elrohir Amroth 
Captain of the Good Ship Hanali's Sword 
 
CN(g) High Elven Male Thief 13  
THAC0: 13 AC: 0 HP: 56 Age: 139 
Height/Weight: 5'9" / 160 lbs 
Homeland: Highfolk, Oerth, Greyspace 
Str 18; Dex 18; Con 9; Int 17; Wis 11; Cha 14 (18); Cml 18 
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Weapon Proficiencies: Longsword, Bola, Dagger, 
Broadsword, Two weapon style specialization (CFHB), 
Bladesong style specialist, Broadsword (From CEHB) 
Non-Weapon Proficiencies: Riding,Horse(14); 
Riding,Hippogriff(9); Swimming(9); Appraising(17); 
Disguise(13); Jumping(18); Trailing(18); Information 
Gathering(17); Tumbling(18); Gaming(14); 
Reads/writes/speaks Common, Elvish; Speaks Drow 
Thieving Abilities: PickPockets 95%; Open Locks 95%; 
F/R Traps 95%; Move Silently95%; Hide/Shadows 95%; 
Detect Noise 50%; Climb Walls 95%; Read Lang 70%; 
Read Magic user Scroll 75%; BackStab +4/x4  
 
Appearance: Elrohir is a handsome swashbuckling elf 
with light skin tone, silver hair, and steel blue eyes and is 
always impeccably dressed in the latest fashions. 
 
Personal Equipment: 8 Throwing stars, 4 Bolas, Folding 
Shortbow, 20 silver arrows, 4 daggers, thieves tools, 
spyglass, 50' silk rope, House breaker’s harness, grappling hook, clawed gloves,  flask whiskey, 
flask vineger, flint & steel, whetstone, dice&pouch 
 
Wealth: 3 gold rings (20, 40, 80gp value respectively), Mithral Longsword of Quality (+1), smith 
unknown, Human make (3000gp value), Dracul Nagem (King's Tear, see FRA, over 1 mil gp in 
value), Bedine Amulet of Atar (40gp), Diamond (10.00 gp), Adamintine Statue of Drow female 
(sculpter unknown, 2000 gp value) Golden Rose of The Pale (3,000 gp value), Katana of the 
Nakimura Clan of Wa (200gp value or Death from Nakimura clan member), 13 other art works 
(total value 1000 gp, no single item over 150 gp in value) Elrohir has 40,000 gp invested as  
owner of 3 taverns, one each in Waterdeep, Greyhawk, and the Rock of Bral. All three of these 
taverns are called The Green Griffin.   
 
Magical Items: 4 x Daggers +1, Leather Armor +2, Necklace of Adaption, Boots of Speed, 
Girdle of Cloud Giant Strength, Chalice of Everfull Water, Albruin (+1/+3 Broadsword), 
Ring of Feather Falling, Potions: Vitality, Water Breathing, Philter of Love, Nolzer's 
Marvelous Pigments; Scrolls: Detect Magic x31, Knock x3, Dispel Magic, Wizard Lock x2, 
Light x4 (each scroll holds one spell, all written by an 11th level wizard), 4 Adhere Hooks (#25 
from Dr73), 1 set cube/tuning fork (#19 from Dr73) 
 
Notes and History 

Elrohir Amroth is an adventuresome elf who was born in the town of Highfolk on the 
same world as the famed City of Greyhawk. The son of minor nobles, he was exiled from the 
city when not yet 100 years old for a crime he refuses to discuss. His twin brother, Elladan, a 
mage, followed him. The pair soon found themselves among the scum and mercanaries of the 
famed Wild Coast. Here the brothers made a name for themselves as daring burglers who choose 
gem merchants as their target of choice. Eventually they formed an uneasy alliance with a pair of 
Half-ogre brothers which ended in a cursed mansion. As the result of the unfortunate events 
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within that mansion Elladan sprouted a pair of functional white wings. He also lost his appetite 
for adventure and returned to Highfolk. Elrohir continued his thieving activities and his feud 
with the two half-ogre brothers. He recruited two new partners in crime, a gnomish thief 
illusionist named Blinggood and a Hafling thief named Sam Lightfingers. 

These three became so infamous throughout the Wild Coast that a change of location was 
necessary. Using the loot from their burglaries they purchased a small merchant ship and began a 

career of smuggling and piracy throughout the Azure 
Sea and its tributaries. These raids culminated in the 
burglary of the mansion of the Sea Prince of Jetsam 
Island (Elrohir also managed to cuckold the unfortunate 
Prince). After this they were transported through a gate, 
ship and all, into a world with superior technology and 
weapons. They lost their own ship but managed to steal 
a vessel armed with many large fire throwers. Upon 
returning to the Flanaess they were immediately 
attacked by ships of the Sea Prince (angrier at his 
cuckolding then at the burglary). These ships were 
easily defeated but Elrohir and his crew were outraged 
at the condition of their Amedian slave rowers. Elrohir 
recruited a crew of Amedians to fully man his fleet and 
began a private war against the Hold of the Sea Princes 
which ended in a fiery battle with fully half of the Sea 
Princes' fleet. Only Elrohir survived the battle, washing 
unconscious ashore on the coast of the Amedio Jungle. 
He made it back to Greyhawk City with the aid of a 
Ring of Three Wishes discovered in a forgotten, 
jungle covered ruin. The first wish he used for 
transportation, the remaining two to bring Sam and 

Blinggood back from the dead. Closer than ever the three returned to their criminal ways, but 
donated most of their earnings to Greyhawk orphanages. The sole surviving half-ogre brother, 
Abdul the Butcher, tracked Elrohir down and began a war of assassination and counter-
assassination attempts that finally found Elrohir and his two companions fleeing over thirty ogres 
through the wilds of the Suss forest in 575 CY. There they stepped through a gate into the 
Forgotten Realms. 

The trio adventured for 3 years in the Realms, discovered the existence of spelljamming, 
and purchased a small galleon they modified into Hanali's Sword. They then began a career of 
tracking down works of art, both magical and simply magnificent throughout the known Spheres. 
Sam Lightfingers was killed in a street skirmish in Arabel, Cormyr. Despite their best efforts 
Blinggood and Elrohir were unable to raise him. In 582 CY (5042 OC) Elrohir's brother Elladan 
was killed by a demon of Iuz during the Greyhawk Wars. Elrohir is unaware of this, should he 
discover it he will undoubtedly begin a campaign of revenge against Iuz's forces. 

His vessel is most often found in Waterdeep, the Rock of Bral, or Greyhawk City. Elrohir 
is a member of the Master Mariner's Guild of Waterdeep and the Merchants' and Traders' Union 
of Greyhawk. He also has ties to the Harpers and the Knights of Luna. His overriding passion (at 
least until he learns of his twin's death) is the recovery and collection of works of art. His ship is 
crewed by young adventurers of various races, classes, and alignments. Blinggood (N gm 
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M(I)/Th 5/5) acts as First Mate, Navigator, and chief helmsmen. Elrohir often hires mid-level 
adventurers to act as agents in his search for works of art. 
 
Blinggood 
First Mate of the Good ship Hanali's Sword 
 
N Gnome male Illusionist/thief 7/7 
STR 16, DEX 16, CON 16, INT 15, WIS 9, 
CHA 14  
AC 3, hp 41,  
Age 80, Height 3'6", Weight 80 lbs 
Skin earthy brown, Hair dark brown, Beard 
dark brown Eyes brown 
Appearance: A gnome who prefers not to be 
noticed Blinggood blends into the crowd. He is 
short and stocky, with a large nose typical of his 
race. Only those who look closely in his eyes 
will see the cleverness and adventuresome 
nature he possesses. He dresses in whatever 
style is appropriate for his location, but truly 
prefers the flamboyant pirate silks he wears 
when Hanali's Sword is in space or at sea. 
Weapon Proficiency:  Shortsword, dagger, sling 
Non-Weapons Proficiencies: Swimming, 
Herbalism, Information Gathering, Celestial Navigation, Boating, Trailing, Spellcraft, 
Appraising  
Languages: Common, Gnome, Thieves Cant, Sueloise 
Spell casting Illusionist; standard class abilitie; No Invocation, abjuration, or necromancy spells 
allowed 
Spellbook: 1st level-Read Magic, Detect Magic, Phantasmal Force, Light, Color Spray, 
Change Self, hypnotism, Dancing Lights, Charm Person, Fist of stone (ToM) 2nd level-
Blindness, Misdirection, Improved Phantasmal Force, Invisibility, Magic Mouth, Wizard 
Lock, Locate Portal 3rd level-Wizard Sight, Night scar, Blacklight (FOR), Stone Hull (AA), 
Enhance Rating 4th: Ship Invisibility (Du#48) 
Spells Commonly Memorized 5x1st, 4x2nd, 3x3rd, 2x4th (one of each level must be an illusion 
spell) 
In port-Detect Magic, Phantasmal Force, Color Spray, Change self, Charm person, 
Blindness, Improved Phantasmal Force, Invisibility, Wizard Sight, Blacklight  
Underway-Detect Magic, Phantasmal Force, Color Spray, Fist of Stone, Charm Person, 
Blindness, Improved Phantasmal Force, Locate Portal, Stone Hull (AA), Enhance Rating, 
Ship Invisibility 
Special abilities:  +1 save vs illusions, +15% chance to learn illusion spells, -15% to learn other 
schools, cannot use necromancy, invocation/evocation, or abjuration; Backstab +4 to hit, x3 
damage 
Standard Gnomish racial abilities (see PHB)  
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Pick Pockets 20% (30%w/gloves) Open Locks 80%(90%w/gloves) F/R Traps 95% Move 
Silently 45% Hide In Shadows 35% Climb Walls 55% Hear Noise 25% Backstab +4/X3 
Possessions: Shortsword,dagger, sling, 20 bullets, pipe, pouch pipeweed, Fur cloak, boots, 
tinderbox, 2 dozen harpy quills, nautical charts of the Azure Sea of Oerth, the Nyr Drv of Oerth, 
the Sea of Fallen Stars of Toril, Astronomical charts of Realmspace, Greyspace, Bralspace, Pirtal 
space, and the Arcane Inner philogiston flow, diary, 100 sheets of blank parchement, giant octupi 
ink, thieves tools, red silk pantaloons, white silk shirt, high black riding boots, leather work 
apron, grey woolen trousers, 3 tan cotton shirts, herbalism kit  
Magical Items: Ring of protection +1, Gloves of Dexterity, Bracers of defense AC6, Wand of 
Fear (2 charges left), Chess Set (#76 from Dr73) 
 
Notes and History 

Blinggood is the loyal henchmen of Elrohir Amroth. Originally from the Kron Hills of 
Oerth, his irreverent nature and roguish disposition sent him on the adventurer’s path. He had 
only just arrived in Greyhawk City when he met up with Elrohir and the halfling Sam 
Lightfingers. The trio began a series of very successful heists and adventures, becoming 
inseperable companions. Blinggood and Sam especially became close, joined by their mutual 
worry for Elrohir who continually took greater and greater risks. This eventually led to one ship 
against a nation in a naval war with the Sea Princes. Sam and Blinggood were both slain in that 
war, but Elrohir used two wishes from a ring to bring them back. This sealed their loyalty; 
nothing short of magical intervention could cause them to betray each other. They continued to 
adventure and were gated to the Forgotten Realms, where they discovered spelljamming. Elrohir 
became a collector of rare works of art; while searching for one such item Sam was slain again in 
a street skirmish in Arabel and neither Elrohir nor Blinggood could bring him back. Blinggood 
took his loss very hard; he still grieves for his friend and is much less adventuresome then 
previously.  

Blinggood serves as First Mate, Navigator, and Quartermaster aboard the Hanali's Sword. 
He rarely helms the vessel, preferring to be able to use his spells and illusions to help the ship 
escape or avoid enemies. He is the only being on the ship Elrohir trusts unconditionally, 
Blinggod is the quiet watcher aboard who keeps track of what everyone is up to and how that 
affects the ship. He has a small fortune in gems in his room, mostly because he likes them, he 
finds the vessel’s constant voyaging a balm on the wound that Sam's loss has left. 

Recently, Blinggood achieved his greatest success to date in the Art, he successfully 
researched the spell Ship Invisibility based off of notes he took after talks with members of the 
Oathbound adventuring group of the spell they discovered on Toril. The first test of the spell was 
when Elrohir stole some notes and charts from a scro Mantis docked at the Barre Sinister. 
 
Crew 
 
Bosun Karl Ulfson (CN hm F3) 

Triel (CE drow f T4/M4) 
Alex of Triboar (CG hm F1) 
Thurlock (NG hem T3 Buccaneer kit) 
Rhylyss-o-the-Oak (N em M2 Arcanist kit) 
Sysslyss (N lizardman m F3 Corsair kit) 
Astrall of Celestian (NG hem P3/M3) 
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The helmsmen are a trio of magelings shopping their skills about. The first, Triel, is a 

beautiful young elf. She keeps pretty well to herself, but can be seen every morning on the 
forecastle practicing some sort of meditation technique. Unknown to the rest of the crew (other 
than Elrohir and Blingood), she is a drow elf who disguises her race with various spells and 
cantrips. The second is Rhylyss-o-the-Oak, an elven mage. The third is a half-elven mage/priest 
devoted to Celestian. 

The crew is small, all young adventurers happy to crew a vessel captained by a legend 
like Elrohir. The ship’s routine is never regimented, there are no watches and crew members 
seem to simply come and go on watch as they please.  When the ship makes a course adjustment 
and the rigging needs to be altered Blinggood or Elrohir simply calls on whoever is on deck to do 
what needs done. 
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's 
Handbook; U1 The Sinister Secret of Saltmarsh; PHBR4 The Complete Wizard's Handbook; 
Legends & Lore; Forgotten Realms Adventures; Dragon #73 ‘Non-violent Magic Items’; 
Dungeon #48 ‘The Oracle at Sumbar’; Arabian Adventures; Tome of Magic; Forgotten Realms 
Adventures; PHBR1 The Complete Fighter's Handbook; PHBR8 The Complete Book of Elves; 
FR4 The Magister; Of Ships and the Sea; Dragon #60 ‘The Gods of the Elves’; AD&D Trading 
Cards ‘Gnome’ 

Ilidthrokata 
("Elfeater"), Viper class Scro Navy 
 
Tonnage: 29 tons 
Hull Points: 29 
Crew: 1/29 
Maneuverability Class: A 
Landing; Land: Yes 
Landing; Water: Yes 
AR: 5 
Saves As: Metal 
Power Type: Minor helm 
Ship's Rating: per helmsman 
Armament: 

3 Med. Ballistae (1-F,1-AP, 1-AS) Crew:2 each 
1 Light Catapult (F) Crew:1  
1 Heavy Jettison (A) Crew:4 
Piercing Ram   

Cargo: 16 tons 
Keel Length: 125' 
Beam Length: 15' 
 

The Scro use ancient viperships as dispatch and patrol vessels in the Tarantula fleet 
during the conquest of Spiral. No scro shipwright had managed to duplicate the plans for these 
advanced vessels (viperships have amazing maneuverability despite employing no sails) but the 
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scro acquired many abandoned ships as they slowly spread through the neglected corners of the 
spheres prior to the beginning of the II Unhuman War.  

After the initial conquest, the Ilidthrokata and her sister ships patrolled around Spiral, 
watching for vessels attempting to resupply or otherwise aid the rebels resisting Scro rule on the 
planet’s surface.  
 

n.b. In the Jammers PBEM campaign the Ilidthrokata and her sistershio, the 
Blogbolghudst ('Blood red Throwing spear'), were destroyed in battle along with the player's 
eelship, the Silent Star I. This runs in Chapter 3, Turn 20-Turn 29, in the 6th month of 5049 OC. 

 
 

 

Deck Plan key: 
 

1. Ballistae 
2. Catapult 
3. Helm/Bridge 
4. Cabins 
5. Galley/mess 
6. Cargo Hold/Crew Quarters 
7. Jettison 
8. Cargo Doors: These large doors are padlocked from the inside. 

 
Crew: 
Captain- Lt Grunak (LE Scm M/P 4/4) 
AC: 7 HP: 18 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: Scimitar, dagger, starwheel pistol, 
Spells: None, on helm 
Equipment: Oil of Fiery Burning, Potion of Firebreath, Spellbook (Level 1:Read Magic, 
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Detect Magic, Corpse Visage(CWHB), Map(Dr235), Protection From Hunger and 
Thirst(CWHB), Protection From Evil, Alarm, Burning Hands, Divining Rod(CWHB) - 
Level 2: Ghoul Touch(CWHB), Melf's Acid Arrow, Eagle Eyes(Dr235), Locate Portal(SJ) 
 
1st Mate: Lt Yrrkhzt Scm M/P 3/3  
AC: 7 HP: 18 Thaco: 18 MR 10%  
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, starwheel pistol  
Spells:Wizard: Detect Magic, Map, Priest: Courage, Cure Light Wounds, Command, 
Spiritual Hammer  
Equipment: Ring of Burning Hands (19 charges), Potion of Extra-healing, Spellbook((1st 
level: Read Magic, Detect Magic, Protection From Hunger and Thirst(CWHB), 
Map(Dr235), Protection From Evil- Level 2: Locate Portal(SJ), Melf's Acid Arrow, Eagle 
Eyes(Dr235) 
 
Bosun Vung Scm F4 
AC: 7 HP: 18 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: Scimitar +3 Defender (once per day the wielder may weave the sword into a 
Hypnotic Pattern), dagger 
 
Gunners- 12 Sailors Scm F3 
AC: 7 HP: 10 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger 
 
Two squads, C Platoon, 2nd Company, 9th Marines 
Marines-8 Scro F3 
AC: 7 HP: 15 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, arquebus & 10 charges smokepowder 
 
Corporals- 2 Scm F3 
AC: 7 HP: 18 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, arquebus & 10 charges smokepowder 
 
Sergeant- Sgt Kranak Scro F4 
AC: 7 HP: 18 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, arquebus & 10 charges smokepowder 
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; SJR2 Realmspace; War Captain's 
Companion boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's Handbook; Dragon Annual #1 'Campaign 
Classics: The Scro'; SJS1 Goblin's Return; The Maelstrom’s Eye; The Radiant Dragon; SJR1 
Lost Ships; SJQ1 Heart of the Enemy; Dragon #75 ‘Language lessons: I Even Orcish is logical’; 
“Ardalambion” < http://www.uib.no/people/hnohf/>; Dragon #232 ‘Sorcerous Sixguns’; Tome 
of Magic; Dragon #235 ‘Arcane Lore I: Sea Spells’; Dragon #63 ‘The Humanoids’; Dragon 
#159 ‘Bazaar of the Bizarre: Magic from the Stars’ 
 

http://www.uib.no/people/hnohf/
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Lacanha 
Spirit Flyer 
Built by: The Esh Alakarans (Humans from the lands north of Maztica on Toril) 
Used By: Munchausen of Brandobaris 
Tonnage: 30 
Hull Points: 30 
Crew: 3/30 
Maneuver Class: C 
Landing-land: Yes 
Landing-Water: Yes 
Armor Rating: 7 
Saves As: Thick Wood 
Power Type: Micha Helm (unique 
item - see below) 
Ship's Rating: 3 
Armament: 
2 piercing rams 
Cargo: 15 tons 
Keel Length: 110' 
Beam Length: 25' 
 

At first glance, Lacanha 
appears to be a stockier, heftier 
version of a Dragonfly-class 
spelljammer. The bow holds two 
large, eye-like windows, and a thin 
tail juts from the rear. Other factors 
mitigate the resemblance, however. 
The Lacanha (which means Spirit 
Flyer in Azuposi) has no landing 
gear, the hulls base is flat and 
watertight which allows the 
Lacanha to land on either land or 
water (though the vessel yaws 
immensely in the water- doubling 
chances for seasickness). Moreover, 
jutting threatingly out from the bow 
are two massive piercing rams. 
These rams cause standard damage 
and are reinforced with micha 
treated copper bands. This reinforcement grants the vessel a +2 on all saves involving the rams. 

The vessel has two decks, a forecastle and the main deck. The forecastle leans forward 
over the ram, so it is a simple matter for marines from the Lacanha to board rammed ships, to 
return they must either pass a climb walls check or climb a rope or ladder. The main deck is the 
center of all the ships rigging, and a pair of large hatches in the deck open into the cargo hold 
below. Two large wings jut out from each side like real Dragonfly wings (not like the wings of 

Examples of the images covering the 
walls of the Lacanha’s helm room. 

From DR. PAUL SCHELLHAS, REPRESENTATION OF DEITIES OF 
THE MAYA MANUSCRIPTS(1904)  
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the Dragonfly spelljammers). These can be raised vertically to allow the ship to berth at a dock, 
or to avoid shearing in an emergency (crew proficiency checks apply). 

The helm is located in the central room on the bow, with the eye-like windows on each 
side. The helm itself sits in the center of the room like a throne. The walls are covered with 
paintings of Esh Alakaran warriors in battle (the style is similar to that of the Mayans). Those 
interested in the Esh Alakarans and Azuposi should refer to FMQ1 City of Gold, which also 
describes the uses of Micha. 

 
Micha Helm 
Cost - ? 

The Micha helm was developed by the Esh Alakarans (without arcane assistance!) over 
1000 years ago, no one is sure of the exact date. Only one was ever completed (at least, that 
anyone knows about), it was used extensively in the war that eventually devestated the Esh 
Alakarans homeland, never leaving Toril's atmosphere or even the region’s airspace. This 
explains the absolute lack of knowledge the other spelljamming races have of it. The helm acts 
like a furnace helm, burning micha instead of magic items, providing SR 3 and useable by any 
sentient creature that can rest 
upon the throne. One pound of 
micha powers the vessel per 
day (24 hrs) and this is the 
only fuel it will accept. 

The helm does not 
explode in the Phlogiston as a 
furnace helm, but rather ceases 
all functions immediately. The 
spirits that are within the helm, 
and consume the micha in 
return for powering the ship, 
are cut off from the vessel 
until it returns to wildspace. 
Unlike a furnace helm, this 
does not prevent the vessel 
from travelling between the 
spheres. 

If the helm's command 
word (Chuan Muan) is spoken 
by the helmsman, the vessel 
and all in physical contact with 
the vessel are shifted into the 
astral plane! The vessel can 
then travel through the astral 
plane to a point that 
corresponds to the crystal 
sphere desired and, by again 
speaking the command word, 
return to wild space in the new 
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sphere. Because the astral plane has no contact with the phlogiston trips are much quicker, as 
quickly as one day in some cases. Of course, the astral plane is an exceptionally dangerous place 
to be—all planar rules apply. 

Navigation within the plane is by helmsman making an Intelligence check (ability 
halved), which must be performed each hour. Practice quickly improves this; after two trips to 
the silver realm the ability returns to normal. No one on board has a silver cord; their entire body 
has been transported. 

Besides the other crystal spheres, the vessel can travel to any plane touched by the astral 
(not that anyone would want to go to some of these planes!) Note that the vessel holds no innate 
protection against planar effects—if it is taken to the Elemental Plane of Fire somehow, it will 
immediately burst into flames and be destroyed. 

 
Ship's Uses 

The vessel was owned by a halfling fighter/priest named Munchausen of Brandobaris, a 
known Harper. Recently, however, the ship has registered on Berdusk and Marsember on Toril 
as the property of Darga Mindfist (a Sembian noble), Saerindil Alsinder (an unknown elf), and 
Inigo Thamara (a Moon elven priest of Ereven Ilsere). The details of other crew are unknown. 

It should be noted that the Githyanki and Githzerai, as well as the Gith pirates, will go out 
of their way to gain possession of this vessel once they know what it is capable of. 

 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; FMQ1 City of Gold; Maztica 
Campaign Set; A Guide to the Astral Plane  

Night Prowler 
Pirate Great Galley  
Tonnage: 30 tons  
Hull Points: 30  
Crew: 5/30  
Maneuverability Class: D  
Landing; Land: No  
Landing; Water: Yes  
AR: 7  
Saves As: Thick Wood  
Power Type: Minor Helm   
Ship's Rating: per helmsman   
Armament: 

 3 Md. Ballistae (FPS, PS, APS)  
Crew: 2 each  
Cargo: 15 tons  
Keel Length: 110'  
Beam Length: 20'   
 

The Night Prowler is a great galley captained by a thief named Milken, from Sembia on 
Toril in Realmspace.  She's a vessel of the Shipwrecker Fellows, The Shipwrecker's Fellows are 
a loose federation of perhaps ten pirate vessels that dock at a port they maintain jointly 
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somewhere on Shipwrecker. They rarely operate together, the usual extent of cooperation is that 
they don't fight each other and pay to keep the port facilities up. 

The Fellows' titular head is Dred (CE hm M(Ill)9), a powerful illusionist who commands 
no single vessel, but instead controls the secret base facilities and a small fleet of 'legitimate' 
traders which he uses to fence the Shipwreckers' ill-gotten gain. Dred tries to reduce cooperation 
between captains, in order to prevent anyone usurping his role as leader of the Fellows.  

The Night Prowler has been flying about Bralspace for decades, she was originally a 
groundling vessel on the planet Ippurk in the Elysak sphere before her captain discovered a 
crashed jammer with a working helm.  Since that crew lifted into wildspace she has changed 
ownership dozens of times befgore finally ending up in Bralspace in the hands of a pirate crew. 
She has been heavily modified, the space that once housed benches for oarsmen now converted 
to more cargo and bunk space.  
 

n.b. In the Jammers PBEM campaign the Night Prowler was taken by the players, the 
Company of the Silent Star, while it was docked at the asteroid Barre Sinister in Realmspace. 
This runs in Chapter 4, turns 6-9, on the 22nd day of the 6th Month, 5049 OC. The Company of 
the Silent Star renamed the vessel Nightwind and sailed her for several months, including on a 
trip to Dreadspace. Only the bosun was slain then, the rest of the Night Prowler’s officers were 
ashore at the time.  
 
Crew:  
 
Captain Milken (CE hm T7) 
Str: 8 Dex: 13 Con: 9 Int: 11 Wis: 12 Chr: 13  
Thac0: 17 Armor: Leather & Buckler Shld AC: 7 Hit Points:30  
Age: 35 Height: 5'5 Weight:182 lbs. Hair:Black Eyes:Yellow  
PP: 60% OL: 52% F/R Traps: 50% MS: 55% HS: 43% DN: 25% CW: 94% RL: 35%     
Backstab: +4/x3 Damage 
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Hobgoblin, Looting, Land-based Riding, Tumbling, Navigation, 
Wildspace,  
Weapon Proficiencies: Short Bow, Broad Sword, Short Sword  
Equipment: Block and tackle, Flask of lamp oil, Good lock, Hooded lantern, Hourglass, 
Merchant's scale, Pin, Plain brooch, Plain brooch, Poor lock, Poor lock, Sealing wax, Small 
metal mirror, Winter blanket, Winter blanket, charts of Bralspace, SJ sextant; Medallion of ESP, 
Ring of Air Elemental Command, 8 Arrows +1 , Gold Pieces: 490   
 

Captain Milken seems cruel, is not especially well liked by the crew but seems to have 
some sort of power which they fear. He usually wears a broad sword, and keeps a short bow and 
quiver nearby.  He often knows what those around him are thinking, thanks to his medallion. 
Milken rose rapidly in the ranks of the Shipwrecker’s Fellows thanks to a powerful magical item 
he had somehow acquired, he became a ship’s captain less then a year after he came aboard. He 
slew the Night Prowler’s previous captain in his sleep, and convinced the rest of the crew to 
follow him through his uncanny knowledge of their fears and desires.  
 
1st Mate Sean Uac (CE gf W (I) 5)   
Str: 12 Dex: 16 Con:  15 Int: 16 Wis:10 Chr:16  
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Thac0: 19 Armor: None AC: 8 Hit Points: 16  
Age: 170 Height: 37" Weight: 77 lbs. Hair: Med. length limp blond Eyes: White   
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Cobbling, Slow Respiration (CD), Herbalism, Spellcraft, 
Weapon Proficiencyies: Dagger  
Spells, by level: 1st: 5, 2nd:3, 3rd: 2 Memorized spells: 1st: Chromatic orb (x2), 
Ventriloquism, Murdock's feathery Flyer, Spidereyes (DU); 2nd: Melf's Acid Arrow, 
Glitterdust, Imp. Phantasmal Force; 3rd: Spectral Force, Clairaudience   
Equipment: Baladrana (AE), Breeches, Chalk, Ferronniere (AE), Fishing net, Fishing net, 
Grappling hook, Hose, Large chest, Piton, Sword baldric, Tabard, 100 gp 
Spellbook Level 1: Detect Undead, Spidereyes (DU), Chromatic Orb (CW),  Change Self,  
Hornung's Guess (TM), Shocking Grasp, Murdock's Feathery Flyer (TM), Ventriloquism,   
Level 2: Melf's Acid Arrow, Stinking Cloud, Fog Cloud, Glitterdust, Sense Shifting, 
Insatiable Thirst (TM),  ESP, Summon Swarm,  Darkness 15' Radius, Shatter, Whispering 
Wind,   Imp. Phantasmal Force  Level 3: Flame Arrow,  Phantom Steed,  Explosive Runes, 
Augmentation (TM),  Infravision, Clairaudience, Instant Audience (CB), Fireball, 
Leomund's Tiny Hut, Sepia Snake Vigil, Spectral Force 
 

1st Mate Sean Uac is a gnomish woman, gnarled, with limp blond hair and white eyes. 
She radiates power and unease, and mumbles to herself at times. She often comes into the galley 
to brew potions and poisons, or it seems that's what she's doing.  She is greatly feared by the 
superstitious crew. A gnomish witch kicked off Ironpiece for unnatural magical experimentation. 
She's worked with several groups on Bral, selling poisons and potions. 
 
2nd Mate Atr (NE Halfm Ps4)  
Str: 12 Dex: 8 Con: 16 Int: 18 Wis: 16 Chr: 16 Total PSPs: 70 
Thac0: 19 Armor: Studded Leather & Small Shield AC: 6 Hit Points: 30  
Age: 47 Height: 47" Weight: 83 lbs. Hair: Short fine lt. brown Eyes: Gray      
Psionics Disciplines: Clairsentience, Telepathy Primary Discipline: Telepathy  
Sciences: Domination (Telepathy) Minklink (Telepathy)  
Devotions: Repugnance (Telepathy) Contact (Telepathy) Post-Hypnotic Suggestion 
(Telepathy) Feel Sound (Clairsentience) Send Thoughts (Telepathy) See Sound 
(Clairsentience) Id Insinuation (Telepathy) Danger Sense (Clairsentience)  
Defense Modes: Mind Blank, Thought Shield  
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Land-based Riding, Poetry, Sign Language, Rejuvenation 
Weapon Proficiencies: dagger, rod/staff  
Equipment: Beltbag, Coif (AE), Crampons, Embroidered robe, Fishing net, Flint and steel, Large 
basket, Large chest, Perfume vial, Poor lock, Signal whistle, Silk jacket, Thieves' picks, Writing 
Ink, Writing Ink, 160 gp 
 

2nd Mate Atr looks like a typical halfling with light brown hair and grey eyes, but he 
dresses like a wizard, carries a staff, and has an air of power.  He is feared by the crew.   
 
Bosun Vah Kes (NE dm T3)  
Str: 14 Dex: 16 Con: 15 Int: 13 Wis: 14 Chr: 13  
Thac0: 19 Armor: Leather & Med. Shield AC: 5 Hit Points: 19  
Age: 99 Height:52" Weight:152 lbs. Hair: Short thick bronze Eyes:Light green  
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-In the past, his beard was shaved then ritually scarred, indicating a high crime against the 
dwarven peoples.   
PP: 40% OL: 48% F/R T: 45% MS: 27% HS: 20% DN: 15% CW: 77% RL: 1% Backstab +4/x2   
Nonweapon Proficiencies: rope use, Herbalism, spacemanship, sail manipulation 
Weapon Proficiencies: Hand Crossbow, hand axe  
Equipment: Candle wax, Fine fur cloak, Fine fur cloak, Girdle, Good cloth cloak, Hooded 
lantern, Hose, Pin, Plain brooch, Sword baldric, Sword hanger, Cursed Scroll (polymorphs 
reader into a goblin unless save versus spells), Gold Pieces: 210   
 

Bosun Vah Kes dislikes other dwarves, and takes joy in assigning them to the dirtiest jobs 
on the ship. He is sadistic and cruel.    
 
Oquid (CN hf W1)  
Str: 8 Dex: 13 Con: 10 Int: 12 Wis: 14 Chr: 14  
Thac0: 20 Armor: None AC: 10 Hit Points: 1  
Age: 16 Height: 75" Weight: 159 lbs. Hair: Long leonine 
golden Eyes: Red  
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Gem Cutting, Herbalism    
Weapon Proficiencies: Knife  
Memorized Spells: Ventriloquism 
Equipment: Block and tackle, Coif (AE), Fishing net, 
Flint and steel, Healer's bag (AE), Large chest, Light 
chain, Map case, Paper, Papyrus, Parchment, Sewing 
needle, Silk jacket, Small basket, Tabard   
Wizard Spellbook Level 1: Detect Magic, Gaze Reflection, Light, Fire Burst (TM),  Copy 
(CW), Patternweave (TM), Ventriloquism 
 
Oit (LE hm W2)  
Str: 9 Dex: 13 Con: 16 Int: 9 Wis: 14 Chr: 13  
Thac0: 20 Armor: None AC: 10 Hit Points: 9  
Age: 19 Height: 63" Weight: 170 lbs. Hair: Short fine silvery Eyes: White  
Nonweapon Proficiencies:  Singing, Reading/Writing, Acting (CB), Fire-building 
Weapon Proficiencies: Staff Sling  
Memorized Spells: Magic Missile, Message 
Equipment: Baldric (AE), Cassock (AE), Heavy chain, Knife sheath, Magnifying glass, Paper, 
Sandals, Sash, Sealing wax, small sack, Soft boots, Tabard,  
Wizard Spellbook Level 1: Spook, Magic Missile, Dancing Lights, Light, Lasting Breath 
(TM), Message     
 
Helmsmen: Oquid [human female wizard] and Oit [human male wizard] -teenage apprentice 
wizards barely better then slaves themselves.   
 
Sailors 15 1st level fighters HP 6 AC 7 Thaco 20 Weapons: cutlass, 5 w/ hvy crossbows    
Typical space scum, happy for easy kills and rich pickings. They are rude, crude, and annoying. 
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Night Prowler Deck Plan Key   
 
1. Forward Ballista 
2. Outriggers 
3. Amidships Ballista 
4. Tiller and Aft Ballista 
5. Crew Quarters  
6. Outrigger storage space 
7. Cargo Hold 
8.  Cabin/Atr and Vah Kes  
9.  Cabin/Sean Uac Her spell book is protected by two 
sepia snake sigils, one on the first page, and one after 
the second spell.  
10. Cabin/Oquid and Oit  
11. Guest Cabin -Dred sleeps here  
12. Galley   
13. Captain's Cabin -A poor lock seals the cabin, another is on the chest with his gold and 
valuables. A shortsword lies next to the bunk. The ship's log is here, protected by explosive 
runes on the first page.  
14. Helm -The helm is a wooden minor helm (30 tons). It was created by the Church of Ptah, 
and is very old, perhaps two hundred years. It has acquired a minor phantasm, when the 
helmsmen is alone he/she will sometimes feel a cold kiss on the cheek.  The ship's charts are in 
here, scattered among the papers are a sheet with a sepia snake sigil, and another with an 
explosive rune (the sepia snake sigil is always on top). 
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's 
Handbook; Of Ships and the Sea; PHBR1 The Complete Thief's Handbook; PHBR4 The 
Complete Wizard's Handbook; PHBR5 The Complete Psionics Handbook; Tome of Magic; 
PHBR7 The Complete Bard’s Handbook; FOR2 The Drow of the Underdark; DMGR3 Arms and 
Equipment Guide; Shipwrecker 
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Nucharnut 
(‘Sky Bug’) Scorpion-class Scro ship 
Tonnage: 60 tons 
Hull Points: 60 
Crew: 6/60 
Maneuverability Class: C 
Landing; Land: Yes 
Landing; Water: No 
AR: 4 
Saves As: Metal 
Power Type: Lifejammer 
Ship's Rating: per victim 
Armament: 

1 Med. Ballistae (FPS) Crew: 2  
2 Heavy Catapults (360°) Crew: 5 each  
2 Ram Claws Crew: 4 each (not standard, my interpretation) 

Cargo: 12 tons 
Keel Length: 75' 
Beam Length: 20' 
 

The Nucharnut is a scorpion class spelljammer, recovered by the Scro Tarantula Fleet 
from the Flow outside Moragspace where it was floating derelict. Investigation revealed its 
orcish crew had been abandoned it centuries ago, during the First Unhuman War, for reasons 
unknown. Admiral Halker was never one to let a good thing go to waste, however, so he ordered 
the vessel refitted and taken into service as soon as the conquest of Spiral was complete. The 
crew was drawn from two destroyed mantis ships, and they set to the refitting with vigor, greatly 
desiring to return to wildspace. The refit wasn't quite finished, however, when Admiral Halker 
and General Vorr took most of the Tarantula fleet out of the sphere on a wild goose chase for the 
Spelljammer itself. 

The Nucharnut was left as one of the few scro vessels on Spiral, and for a year her 
captain and crewed worked feverishly to maintain scro authority over the orcs and goblins of the 
planet while guarding against the expected elven counterattack (which has yet to materialize). 
Admiral Dushgoi's fleet was greeted with enthusiasm as every scro was aware that two more 
elven worlds remained within the sphere. 

Since Admiral Dushgoi's arrival, the Nucharnut has been used for long range patrolling 
and interdiction missions, attacking elven vessels within the trade routes. This is the mission the 
crew truly enjoys, and one which often leads to personal fortune as well. Captain Bushnak 
carefully watches the lanes, hoping against hope to encounter a man-o-war, for a victory over 
such a vessel with his scorpion would bring him great prestige and a chance for advancement. 
 

n.b. In the Jammers PBEM campaign the Nucharnut was taken and destroyed by the 
elven man-o-war Soronúmë and the player's eelship, the Silent Star I. This runs in Chapter 3, 
Turn 11-Turn 17, in the 6th month of 5049 OC. 
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Deck Key:  
 

1. Catapult Deck (both Hvy Catapults, must fire towards same target) 
 

2. Ratlines, provide access to catapult deck 
 

3. Maindeck, Ballista position 
 

4. Helm, Bridge, and Shrine to Dukagsh 
This room contains a Silver Statuette of Dukagsh (1,000 gp), he has two orl gems (red, 
500 gp each) for eyes. Also in this roon, in a cast iron strongbox, are a Potion of 
Longevity (Clear & Light Purple), a Potion of Growth (Phosphorescent & Apricot), a 
Wizard Scroll(Enhance Rating, Create Portal), & a Priest Scroll (Create Minor 
Helmn). A set of star charts for Bralspace, and the ship's log are inside the strongbox as 
well. The strongbox is locked and fire trapped (5th level). The ship's Planetary Locator 
takes up one corner of this room, the center of the room holds the coffin-like 
Lifejammer. Standard Scro practice is to cast an Aid spell on the victim just before 
placing him or her within. This reduces the number of slaves needed and increases their 
chance of surviving each day, thus stretching the "fuel" supply. 

 
5. Mess/Galley [Note a door opens from here up onto to the "head" for boarding, though it 

is not shown on the map.] 
 

6. Crew/Marine Quarters 
A search of this room turns up standard gear and 400 cp (in various small caches) 

 
7. Captain's Cabin 
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A search of this room reveals standard gear, 50 cp, 100 ep, & 150 gp. There is also a 
jeweled Copper Chalice (780 gp) and a Silver Sceptre (160 gp) both of elven make. The 
captain's spell book is in a fire-trapped desk drawer. 

 
8. Claw Machinery 

 
9. Cargo Hold/NCO Quarters 

A search of this room reveals standard gear, 100 cp, & 200 sp (in various small caches) 
 

10. (Port) 1st Mate, Helmsmen, Marine Lt's quarters. A search of this room reveals standard 
gear, 50 cp, 50 sp, & 150 ep (in various small caches). The spell books of the 1st Mate 
and Helmsmen are here inside their respective, fire-trapped chests. 
(Starboard). Prisoners cell for the Lifejammer. Currently 15 prisoners (8 elves, 5 
humans, 2 dwarves) 

 
11. Cargo/Boarding hatch 

 
Standard gear includes weapon oil, sharpening stone, clothing, eating utensils, tinder box, and 
perhaps some other small, relatively worthless items. 
 
Crew: 
Ship's Captain- 
Captain Bushnak (LE Scm M/P 5/5) 
AC: 0 HP: 24 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, starwheel pistol 
Spells: Varies as needed, usually has enhanced rating 
Equipment: He wears a Jadeite (brown, 100 gp) in his ear, and has a Rhodochrosite (light pink, 
10 gp) encrusted on his left canine. He wears Plate Mail Armor +3. Spell Book (1st level: Read 
Magic, Detect Magic, Protection From Hunger and Thirst(CWHB), Taunt, Map(Dr235), 
Charm Person, Copy(CWHB), Protection From Evil, Change Self - Level 2:Locate 
Portal(SJ), Melf's Acid Arrow, Eagle Eyes(Dr235) - Level 3: Pain Touch(CWHB), 
Airsphere(SJR1), Enhance Rating(SJ)) 
 

Captain Bushnak is trying to live down the loss of his first ship, a Mantis, in battle with a 
pair of hammerships. Though he was the first officer, he feels that the other scro officers snicker 
about that defeat behind his back (he is a bit paranoid, few remember him, as most involved are 
now dead). He is tough minded, but fair in the scro manner (if you break the rules you get 
flogged and fined, but no one is flogged randomly or for no cause). Like most Warpriests he is 
fanatically devoted to the War of Revenge. 
 
1st Mate- 
Lt Erugor (LE Scm M/P 4/4) 
AC: 7 HP: 18 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: Cutlass +1, dagger, starwheel pistol, 
Spells: Wizard [Detect magic, Melf's Acid Arrow, ect] Priest [Aid, Find Traps, ect] 
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Equipment: Wand of Wonder (80 charges), Spellbook (Level 1:Read Magic, Detect Magic, 
Corpse Visage(CWHB), Map(Dr235), Protection From Hunger and Thirst(CWHB), 
Protection From Evil, Alarm, Burning Hands, Divining Rod(CWHB) - Level 2: Ghoul 
Touch(CWHB), Melf's Acid Arrow, Eagle Eyes(Dr235), Locate Portal(SJ) 
 

Lt Erugor is in awe of his captain, and feels that without Bushnak's leadership that Spiral 
would have been lost following Halker's folly. He expects Bushnak to make it to admiral, and 
fully intends to ride his coat tails all the way up. 
 
Helmsmen- 
Lts Pragdish, Vrulg, & Erort (LE Scm M/P 3/3) 
(Each commands one ship's watch) 
AC: 7 HP: 18 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, starwheel pistol 
Spells: Wizard [Detect magic, Melf's Acid Arrow] Priest [Find Traps] 
Equipment: Spellbook ((1st level:Read Magic, Detect Magic, Protection From Hunger and 
Thirst(CWHB), Map(Dr235), Protection From Evil- Level 2:Locate Portal(SJ), Melf's Acid 
Arrow, Eagle Eyes(Dr235) 
 
Gunners- 12 Sailors Scm F3 
AC: 7 HP: 10 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger 
 
Chief Deckhand- Bosun Vung Scm F4 
AC: 7 HP: 18 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, Light Crossbow, 14 Bolts +1, 20 standard bolts 
 
Deckhands- 12 Sailors Scm F3 
AC: 7 HP: 10 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger 
 
Total Naval complement- 30 
 
Other Crew 
C & D Platoons, 3rd Company, 9th Marines 
 
Marines-24 Scm F3 
AC: 7 HP: 15 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, 6 w/ arquebus & 10 charges smokepowder 
 
Corporals- 8 Scm F3 
AC: 7 HP: 18 each Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, 2 w/ arquebus & 10 charges smokepowder 
 
Sergeants- Sgts Erishnak & Hoshnak Scm F4 
AC: 7 HP: 18 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
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Weapons: scimitar, dagger, arquebus & 10 charges smokepowder 
 
Lieutenant- Lt Vishnak Scm F5 
AC: 6 HP: 30 Thaco: 18 MR 10% 
Weapons: scimitar, dagger, Matchlock Arquebus +1 & 15(14) charges smokepowder 
Equipment: Studded Leather Armor +1 
 

Lt Vishnak arrived with the reinforcement fleet, and has been working hard to "whip 
Vorr's curs into shape" (he views former General Vorr's mongrel ancestry as an insult to all prue-
blooded scro, and blames the General for the debacle). Vishnak's father is General Ugluuk, who 
now commands all the scro marines in the Tarantula Fleet. 
 
Total Marine Complement- 32 (Two platoons +1 Lt) 
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; SJR2 Realmspace; War Captain's 
Companion boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's Handbook; Dragon Annual #1 'Campaign 
Classics: The Scro'; SJS1 Goblin's Return; The Maelstrom’s Eye; The Radiant Dragon; SJR1 
Lost Ships; SJQ1 Heart of the Enemy; Dragon #75 ‘Language lessons: I Even Orcish is logical’; 
“Ardalambion” < http://www.uib.no/people/hnohf/>; PHBR4 The Complete Wizard's Handbook; 
Dragon #235 ‘Arcane Lore I: Sea Spells’; Dragon #63 ‘The Humanoids’ 

Rebuttal 
Adventuring wasp ship  
Tonnage: 18  
Hullpoints: 18  
Crew: 8/18  
Maneuverability Class: D  
Landing, land: Yes  
Landing, water: Yes, calm water only  
Armor Rating: 6  
Save as: Thick Wood  
Power Type: Minor Helm (18 Tons rating)  
Ship's Rating: per helmsman 
Armament:  

Heavy Ballista (FPS) Crew: 4 
Cargo: 9 tons  
Keel: 80'  
Beam: 20'   
 
 The Rebuttal is a waspship owned and operated by Herminard the Eloquent, who is well 
known Bralspace as an entertainer and gambler.  Herminard’s true professions, spy and assassin, 
are only well know amongst the criminal classes of Bralspace.  
 
Crew: 

http://www.uib.no/people/hnohf/
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Captain/owner: Herminard the Eloquent (NE hm B6)  
S: 14 D: 18 C: 12 I: 15 W: 12 Ch: 15  
Thaco: 18 AC: 4 HP: 26 
CW: 55% DN: 40% PP: 45% RL: 40%  
Prof: Reading Lips [13], Blindfighting, Disguise [14], 
Navigation [wildspace], Navigation [phlogiston], Gaming 
[15], dagger, wrist razor, sling  
Memorized Spells: 1st [3]: Snilloc's Snowball (FRA), 
Tenser's Floating Disc, Fire Burst (TOM) 2nd [2]: Poison 
Stars (RoMD), Vocalize (CWHB, FRA)  
Equipment: bone wrist razor (w/ paralytic poison), leather 
armor, sling, dagger +2 (casts Sound Bubble {CBH} 
2/day), Long sword of Proficiancy (right hip), 1 pearl 
(100gp ea), 51pp, Rock of Bral Mages' Guild badge, Ring 
of Invisibility (worn, right hand)  
Spellbook: Level 1: Read Magic, Scatterspray (FRA), 
Protection from Evil, Alarm, Snilloc's Snowball (FRA), 
Tenser's Floating Disc, Fire Burst (TOM), Detect Undead Level 2: Protection from 
Cantrips, Poison Stars (RoMD), Vocalize (CWHB, FRA)   
 

Herminard is from a desert planet in a distant, exotic crystal sphere; he has no idea how 
to return there (he left accidently via a series of one-way magical gates) but he also has no real 
desire to return. He first found work on Refuge, acting as an assassin for the Arcane, and was 
eventually rewarded with his ship and helm. He recruited his two mates and crew there, and 
migrated to the Rock of Bral, thinking Refuge had too much competition for one of his talents. 
Herminard is an assasin who doesn't mind stooping to kidnapping, piracy, or thievery on 
occasional.  Both of his mates are his concubines as well, their 
relationship is remarkably strong considering all three are 
exceedingly selfish individuals.  

Herminard once kidnapped Holland of the Company 
of the Silent Star for Captain Milken of the Shipwreckers, he 
is leery of the Company of the Silent Star as a result. He is 
watching current events in Bralspace closely, as he believes 
the underworld of the sphere is in the midst of a shakeup and 
he hopes to come out on top. He has working relationships 
with the Scro, the Shipwreckers, the Red Masks, and the 
Chainmen but has not officially joined any of the groups, 
remaining a free lance.  
 
Riallus (NE hf W(C) 4) Witch Kit  
Thaco: 20 AC: 3 HP: 10  
S: 9 D: 16 C: 15 I: 16 W: 10 Ch: 15  
Prof: Spellcraft [14], Herbalism [14], Disguise [14], 
Astrology [16], R/W Elvish, Common  
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Memorized Spells: 1st [4]: Hypnotism, Grease, Friends, Murdock's Feathery Flyer (TOM) 
2nd [3]: Knock, Melf's Acid Arrow, Choke (CWHB)  
Equipment: Wand of Conjuration (65 charges), Ring of Warmth, Ring of Protection +5, herb 
packets, mortar, pestle, wizard's lab, 2 wrist sheathes w/ daggers(silver)   (left/right fore-arms), 2 
silver pieces of Continual Light, 2 silver pieces of Continual Darkness    
Spellbook: Level 1: Read Magic, Murdock's Feathery Flyer (TOM), Corpselight (FRA), 
Hypnotism, Grease, Friends, Find Familiar, Mount, Conjure Spell Component (TOM), 
Ventriloquism, Protection From Evil Level 2: Knock, Melf's Acid Arrow, Choke (CWHB) 
Level 3: Suggestion 
 
Familiar: Erok, ferret AC: 6 HP: 8 Thaco: 20 Mv: 15" # at: 1 Dmg: 1 Superior hearing, smell   
 

Riallus and her familiar, Erok, were drifters, and they used her abilities to commit 
confidence games as they travelled. In Refuge, she encountered Herminard and like many 
women was taken in by his charm and elegance. Unlike most of his conquests, she recognized 
him as a fellow rogue, and was not taken in by his schemes. Herminard in turn recognized she 
would work well as a partner. Whne his final job for the Arcane brought the Rebuttal as his 
reward, he offered her a permanent place by his side. 

Riallus employs her quick mind and sharp wit to perpetrate outlandish schemes that often 
leave the target humiliated as well as poor. Once such scheme introduced her to Ginsese, who 
intrigued her. Riallus introduced the half-orc priestess to Herminard, and the trio was soon 
literally as thick as thieves.  

Despoite her affection for her partners, however, the only being she truly trusts is her 
familiar, Erok.  
 
Mate: Ginsese (CN hof P5 (Ralishaz))  
Thaco:  18 AC: 7 HP: 25  
S: 14 D: 12 C: 13 I: 11 W: 14 Ch: 10  
Powers: Sleep by gaze 1/day [30' range, 3 turn duration, 1 target 
creature, Save negates], Reduce damage from one melee below 
by half 1/day  
Prof: Staff, club, Religion [14], Healing [12], Gaming [10]  
Spheres: Chaos, Charm, Divination, Guardian, Numbers Minor: 
Combat, Healing, Summoning, Thought  
Memorized Spells: 1st [5]: Cure light Wounds (x2), 
Command, Detect Magic, Personal Reading (TOM) 2nd [3]: 
Mind Read (TOM), Dissension’s Feast (TOM), Hold Person 
3rd [1]: Miscast Magic (TOM)  
Equipment: spiked leather, shield, staff, club, Ralishaz' Bones [a 
set of augury bones, the user may use them to cast Augury 1/day 
and Contact Home Power [Ralishaz only] 1/week], 2 silver 
pieces of Continual Light, 2 silver pieces of Continual Darkness    
 

Ginsese is a cleric of the lesser deity Ralishaz, the Unlooked For, a diety of chance from 
Oerth, She was born human, but was cursed by a wicked adversary -- to change back would kill 
her and she accepts her transformation as the will of Ralishaz. Delighted by games of chance, she 
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traveled from tavern to tavern with cards and dice. Those who accepted her bets also faced a 
litany of scripture.  Eventually, in Greyhawk City, she was pressganged by slavers working for 
the neogi.  Her imprisonment was brief; however, an Imperial Elven Navy vessel captured the 
mindspider and freed the prisoners soon after it left Greyspace. The elves were not particularly 
kind to a half-orc, but they released her and the other slaves when they reached Refuge. Mot of 
the former slaves took ship back to their homes, but Ginsese liked wildspace and found that 
Ralishaz was worshipped in Refuge.  She returned to her life of tavern crawls on Refugee, and 
there she encountered Riallus. Who introduced her to Herminard.  The bard charmed and 
seduced her, and decided she was far to skilled to merely be disgarded as a plaything. She has 
travelled aboard the Rebuttal ever since and spread Ralishaz’ gospel throughout the spheres.  
 
Sailors 12 CN hm or hom F1 HP 6 AC 7 Thaco 20 Leather armor, cutlass, 6 w/ hvy crossbows    
Typical wildspace sailors.   
 
 
 

 
Deckplan key  
Weapons Deck  
1. Heavy ballista and a barrel with thirty bolts  
2. Wing stations and pivots, six crewmen are here when maneuvers are needed.  
3. Hatch to maindeck   
 
Foredeck  
1. Bridge. Helm and navigation table with charts.  
2. Hatch to forward station Fire trapped by 5th level priestess  
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Maindeck  
1. Foreward station. A look out is always stationed here.  
2. Captain's cabin  
3. Riallus and Ginsese share this cabin. Ginsese has a small shrine to Ralishaz here.  
4. Galley and recreation room  
5. Crew quarters/cargo hold  
6. Hatch to bridge  
7. Hatch to weapon's deck. Directly aft of this hatch is a secret door which leads to a secret cargo 
hold. Long, narrow, and low.  
8. Companionway    
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's 
Handbook; PHBR1 The Complete Thief's Handbook; PHBR4 The Complete Wizard's Handbook; 
Tome of Magic; PHBR7 The Complete Bard’s Handbook; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Riallus’;  
AD&D Trading Cards ‘Ginsese’; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Herminard the Eloquent’; The Ruins of 
Myth Drannor; Forgotten Realms Adventures; From the Ashes; SJR6 Greyspace; Dragon #159 
‘Rough Times on Refuge’  

Resplendent 
adventuring Dragonfly  
Tonnage: 10 tons 
Hull Points: 10 
Crew: 3/10 
Maneuverability Class: C 
Landing; Land: Yes 
Landing; Water: No 
AR: 8 
Saves As: Thin wood 
Power Type: Minor Helm 
Ship's Rating: per helmsman 
Armament: 

1 Lt.  Ballistae (FPS) Crew: 1  
Cargo: 5 tons 
Keel Length: 100' 
Beam Length: 20' 
 

The Resplendent is a yellow Dragonfly operated by the 
Gallants, an adventuring party from Greyspace led by the 
swashbuckler Crynar Randal the Resplendant.  The Gallant’s are 
known to work hard at living up to their name, spending as much 
time wenching and gambling as they do adventuring. They arrived 
at the Rock of Bral in 5048 OC and buckled their swashes across 
Bralspace ever since.   
 
Crynar Randal ''The Resplendent'' 
 (CN hm T6)  
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Dex 17 Chr 16 AC: 4 HP: 37 
 Handsome and debonair, Crynar was born to an upper-class merchant in Rookroost on 

Oerth. He was drawn to thievery and soon came under the tutelage of a thief known as "the 
Leopard." After one particularly dazzling theft left him a wanted man he took ship out of 
Rookroost and discovered too late it was a spelljamming ship. He later connected with Khareef 
and the pair acquired formed the Gallants, which in turn acquired the Resplendent from pirates in 
the Grinder. He wears Leather armor + 1 and wields a Rapier +2. 
 
Khareef  CN hm W(E)6)(Card #348, 1992 set)    
Dex 15, Chr 16 AC: 7 (Armor spell + Dex) HP: 16 

Once a member of the Scarlet Brotherhood, Khareef is 
on the run from that cult. Known as an exceptionally selfish and 
wily adversary, all travelers he meets are advised to cling tightly 
to their purses and their daughters.He was based in the City of 
Greyhawk, at that time he had no less than three wives-each in a 
different city. He uses magic to perform daring thefts but was 
discovered by the Brotherhood and fled to wildpsace 
(abandoning his wives, who were all subsequently enslaved by 
Brotherhood agents).  He met Crynar in the Grinder and 
realized that leaving the sphere was his best bet for a long life.  
Together the formed the Gallants and left Greyspace behind. 
Khareek wields dagger and spell in battle, and wears an amulet 
of magic resistance. 
Commonly Memorized Spells: Feather Fall (x2), Detect Magic, Taunt, Charm Person, 
Deafness, Bladethirst (FRA)(x2), Waves of Weariness (FRA),  Monster Summoning I (x2) 
Khareef's spellbook: Level 1: Read Magic, Hypnotism, Protection From Hunger and Thirst 
(CWHB), Detect Magic, Charm Person, Divining Rod (CWHB), Armor, Dancing Lights, 
Taunt, Erase, Feather Fall Level 2:Bladethirst (FRA), Deafness, Alter Self, Deeppockets 
Level 3: Waves of Weariness (FRA), Monster Summoning I, Clairvoyance,  Enhance rating 
(SJ)   
 
Finne Tuain (CN hem W3)   
AC: 10 HP: 8 

Noted for his nasty pranks, Finn was kicked out of his 
home in the Welkwood at the age of nine, but that did little to 
cure his sense of humor. He joined a gang of river bandits for a 
while, and then he met up with a dying mage who "gave" Finn 
all his goods. Now Finn is learning magic in a hit-or- miss 
fashion. As he tries all his new spells on his friends, he doesn't 
have many. He is most often the band’s helmsman, which he 
enjoys, but he wishes he could convince Khareef to teach him 
more magic. Finne has an affinity for both wild and illusion 
magic, and might slip into one of those specializations as time 
goes on.  He prefers spells with a random element to them. His 
most prized possession is a Deck of illusions. 
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Commonly memorized spells: Chromatic Orb (CWHB), Audible Glamer, Improved 
Phantasmal Force 
Finne's Spellbook: Level 1: Read Magic, Unseen Servant, Nystul's 
Magical Aura, Chromatic Orb (CWHB), Hornung's Guess (TOM), 
Audible Glamer, Taunt, Conjure Spell Component (TOM) Level 
2: Improved Phantasmal Force, Locate Portal (SJ), Web  
 
Phil Krisp (CN hm T1)  
AC: 8 HP: 5 

Phil is a young and slender lad who grew up amongst the local 
urchins and beggars of Greyhawk. While not especially bright, his 
quick wit and imagination show that Phil has the makings of an 
excellent actor. H e is always willing to make a quick copper and is 
not above a childish bit of petty spite or revenge. He looks up to 
Crynar, who trains him in the ways of thievery. 
 
Garril Sotman (CN hm F2)   
AC: 7 HP: 12 

Garril is a down-on-his luck mercenary. He has signed on with 
three outfits, each of which was wiped out in combat. Miraculously, 
Garril survived every time. Now, he has taken to drinking altogether 
too much. He was wandering through the Shield Lands after his last 
company was wiped out by Iuz’ humanoids when he stumbled 
through a gate to a pirate asteroid in the Grinder. From there he made 
his way to a port where he hired on with the Gallants. He is eager to 
please, but tends to look out for himself before others. 
Equipment: Padded armor, shield, light crossbow and quarrels, 
longsword 
  

 
Upper Deck 

1 Mainmast 
2 Light Ballista 
3 Cargo Doors 
 
Lower Deck 
1 Bridge & Spelljammlng Helm 
2 Captain's Cabin – shared by Crynar and Khareef 
3 Crew Cabin – shared by Finne, Phil, and Garril 
4 Cargo Hold 
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's 
Handbook; PHBR1 The Complete Thief's Handbook; PHBR4 The Complete Wizard's Handbook; 
Tome of Magic; Forgotten Realms Adventures; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Finne Tuain’; AD&D 
Trading Cards ‘Crynar Randal’; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Khareef’; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Garril 
Sotman’; AD&D Trading Cards ‘Phil Krisp’; From the Ashes; SJR6 Greyspace 
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The good ship Oathtaker and her crew. 
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Oathtaker 
 
Carrack (groundling sailing vessel) 
Tonnage: 17 tons 
Hull points: 17  
Crew: 6/17 
Maneuver class: C (topped out rigging) 
Landing-Land: no 
Landing-water: yes 
AR: 6 (AR9 plus Figurehead of Protection +3) 
Saves as: Thick wood 
Power type: Major helm (furnace helm backup) 
Ship's Rating: per helmsman or 2 
Armament: 

Heavy Ballista (4 crew, arc-port, 3 helmseeker bolts available)  
2 Medium +2 Ballistas (2 crew ea, arc starboard)  
Lt Catapult (1 crew needed, aft arc, 10 greek fire rounds available) 

Cargo: 0 (ship's weaponry fill's cargo space) 
Keel: 70ft 
Beam: 20ft 
 

The Oathtaker began life as a tramp freighter along the coasts of Sembia in Faerun. 
About ten years after her launching she was purchases by a pirate/smuggler named Delian 
Dolphinslayer (CE hm F9). This gentleman used the vessels unassuming appearance and lack of 
armament to facilitate returning the goods he'd captured with his flagship, a war galley named 
the Tempest. Because the Tempest was well known along the coast, as was Delian himself, he 
had to trust a mate to make these cargo runs. All went well for several years, until the mate was 
seduced by a female mage (of the Zhentarim), she persuaded him, and the crew, to accept a 
charter from a small band of adventurers from Hill's Edge. Unfortunately for the mage and the 
mate, the adventurer's overcame the entire crew and took the vessel for their own. They gave 
themselves the name ‘Oathbound’ and named their vessel the Oathtaker. Powering the ship 
initially with a furnace helm they had discovered in an earlier adventure, they took to space, and 
became embroiled in the Second Unhuman War and the affairs of a radiant dragon. They sailed 
the spacelanes between Bral and the Realms for several months, slowly defeating their enemies 
while searching for an unknown magical artifact. During this time they upgraded the Oathtaker 
to her current status. 

Finding deception an important tool, they installed heavy weaponry inside the hull of the 
Oathtaker, showing only a light catapult to the casual observer. The ballista's fire from portholes. 
Rather than keep a large crew on board, they alternated crewing their heavy weapons and loaded 
them at the first sign of trouble. 

During their time in wildpsace, the Oathbound consisted of Chan Legermain (LG hm 
W11), Cathkin ‘Inigo’ Thamara (CN em Pr12 Erevan), Helix Daeron Kharsa of Thay (CN hm 
F(T) 9(8)),  Aziz of Dambrath (N hm Ps9), Nyral Sunsdottir (NG hef F/M 7/7), Shinoku (LG hm 
Mk8), Corum of Tyr (LG hm Pal9), Fenris (CG he(drow)m R8), Hathron (LN hm F7 
Myrmidon), and Zumdi Tabaxi (N hm Ps7). 
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The group eventually returned to Faerun, where they engaged in some large groundling 
battles with the Zhentarim over Hill's Edge. It is unknown whether they sold the Oathtaker or 
have simply kept her hidden. No one has reliably spotted her in space recently. 
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's 
Handbook; Of Ships and the Sea; FOR3 Pirates of the Fallen Stars; AD&D Trading Cards 
‘Nyral Sunsdottir’ 
 

 
 

Left to right: Aziz of Dambrath, Chan Legermain, and Cathkin ‘Inigo’ Thamara 
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Silent Star I 
 
Adventuring eelship 
Tonnage: 20 tons 
Hull Points: 20 
Crew: 4/20 
Maneuverability Class: C 
Landing Land/ Water: No/ Yes 
AR: 6 
Saves As: Thick Wood 
Power Type: Minor helm 
Ship's Rating: per helmsman 
Armament: 

1 Med. Ballistae (FPS); Crew: 2 each  
1 Med Catapult (APS); Crew: 3 

Cargo: 8 tons 
Keel Length: 110' 
Beam Length: 15' 
 

In 5049 OC, Lady Moune of Bral tried a new investment idea.  She hired on a large group 
of young adventurers as crew for one of her vessels, the Flowfish. She had the vessels captain 
evaluate the adventurers with the idea that if they seemed likely, Lady Moune would help them 
form an adventuring party and provide them with a ship in return for a share of treasures they 
would take.  The plan worked exceedingly well, as the Flowfish was attacked by Laocoon, one of 
the Shipwrecker Fellows' Pirate Captains, with two eelships. The Mourne ship was able to 
capture one of Laocoon's jammers and drive off the other, the adventurers performed superbly. 
Lady Moune provided them the prize 
ship, which they christened the Silent 
Star and thus was born the Company 
of the Silent Star (or COSS for short).  

Sailing the captured eelship, 
the COSS recovered the Ptahian 
Chalce of Storms for Prince Cozar 
from the Shipwrecker Fellows; fought 
the Red Masks for the Halfling Guild 
on Bral, and smuggled weapons to the 
freedom fighters on Spiral.  

After delivering the arms to the 
freedom fighters, the Silent Star was 
caught in orbit by a pair of Scro Viper 
ships. The COSS managed to destroy 
all of the Scro jammers but in the 
process the Silent Star was destroyed 
as well. Scrapping a "raft" together and 
securing a helm to it, the COSS limped 
their way to Ironpiece. 
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The COSS would go on to command at least two more spelljamming vessels, the second 
of which, an octopusship, was they named Silent Star II. 

 
n.b. In the Jammers PBEM campaign the Silent Star was destroyed in battle. This runs in 

Chapter 3, turns 20-26, on the 12th day of the 6th Month, 5049 OC.  
 

 
The eelship has only one large "tailfin", made from standard sailcloth linked to masts 

made of kindori (space whale) bones. These masts are flexible and linked by a rope and pulley 
system to the railings, thus allowing the crew to alter their settings and thus turn the ship. 
Minimum crew represents the helmsmen and those needed to work the sails at maximum MC, it 
does not include those needed to crew the ship's weapons. 
 
Map key: 

1. View Ports 
2. Ballista 
3. Catapult 
4. Helm and bridge. This roon also holds a small navigator's station. A voice tube leads 

from this room to the ballista above, so that the sailmaster and helmsman can 
communicate during battle and tight maneuvering. 

5. Captain's Quarters (3 bunks) Nilaroo (hammock), Deigatt, Holland, & Raken stay here. 
6. Spelljammer's Quarters (2 bunks) Jamila & Leera share this room. 
7. Crew Quarters (8 bunks) Billy Two-Thumbs, Kain, Talus, Ferric, Italapate, Grigree, & 

Seguld share these quarters. 
8. Galley & messdeck. The crew often socialize at the large table in this room. 
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9. Pantry 
10. Cargo Hold 

 
When they owned this vessel, the Company of the Silent Star ranged from 1st to 4th 

level. Alignments varied widely, but none of the band were evil. Names, gender, race, 
profession, and planet of origin follow: 
 
Holland (m human Invoker) Toril 

-The group’s leader. Holland has black hair with a silver streak running through the 
center. He is normally dressed in light brown pants, a red long-sleeved shirt, with a gray 
sashling. At his waist are two starwheels. 

 
Deigatt ors Karasivin (m minotaur warrior/mage) Tarusspace 

-Speaks with a distinct lisp. Deigatt is an imposing figure. His bull-shaped face is a 
uniform dark brown, his eyes only slightly lighter. His tough skin is as dark as the fur on his face 
and is covered with a mat of fine hair. His large, furry, human-like feet identify his Krynnish 
origin. He has a 2" gold hoop dangling from his left ear.  

 
Billy Two-Thumbs (m halfling rogue/psioncist) Bral 

-This good-natured halfling is tall for one of his kind. Standing just over the three and a 
half foot mark, he is relatively slim, looking like a young human boy of about 9 years. His head 
is topped by a mass of curly brown locks hanging down almost to his neck. The hair growing on 
the tops of his furry little feet matches this. His brown eyes and tan complexion completes the 
impression one gets of a creature emerging from rich loamy earth: overall "brownness". This 
impression is amplified by his method of dress: brown breeches, a tan tunic, all covered in a drab 
brown cloak. The only thing that stands out is his bright green vest that he likes to wear. 

 
Italapate (m human shaman of Coyote) Bral 

-Italapate is 5' 10", lean and dark. He is a 17 year old, and still acts immature. Aboard 
Silent Star I, he was bald, with only a black topknot, braided to reach the back of his collar. 

 
Leera Lightbender (f human illusionist) Toril 

-She is of slight build and medium height. She has very little physical strength. Leera has 
a fair, unblemished complexion. Her light brown hair is shoulder length and straight. She 
customarily wears vibrant red robes. These robes are close fitting, and flatter her figure. Leera 
always wears an emerald ring  that belonged to her mother. 
 
Talus (m human rogue/mage) Toril 

-Talus's pointed ears reveal the elven blood in his veins, but the coarseness of his features 
show him to be a half-elf. He is otherwise unremarkable in appearance with brown hair and 
green eyes. Talus stands about 5'6" weighing around 101lbs. Talus has a cheap shortsword 
sheathed at his waist, but a glint from a ruby on a pommel on the dagger balancing the sword 
shows it to be worth a great deal. 

 
Seguld (m Tinker gnome warrior merchent) Ironpiece 
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-Seguld speaks extremely fast, so that his words seem to blur together. His face is round 
and full, with a rather embarassing small bulbuous nose. He wears his reddish-brown hair nicely 
cropped and all the same length. He wears a beard but no moustache, and the beard itself is 
closely cropped as well. In protrudes no more than 1-2" from his chin as the beard follows his 
jawline from ear to ear. For protection he wears a suit of chain mail, but on most days he simply 
wears a pair of brown leggings with a light green top. The top has a small patch of a black rock 
sewn into it. Upon closer inspection the rock can be seen to be a lump of coal. He carries an 
arquebus across his back, and he carries both shot and powder in a pouch at his belt. Hanging 
from his belt can also be seen an odd looking mace. The head of the mace is painted black and 
appears to look like a giant lump of coal. 

 
Kain (m human psioncist) Toril 

-Kain is not an exceptionally tall young man, standing only shoulder high to his father, 
he'll say. His curly, shoulder length blonde hair is held back from his face by a small, quarter 
inch wide, leather headband. Burned into this band are images of hunting birds in flight. Steely 
grey eyes look out from a tanned face, though it is rare occasion that Kain is not squinting 
against the sunlight. With his dark green cloak thrown back, Kain's attire can be seen. Simple in 
cut, his clothes appear to be of sturdy make. A white linen cote is under a green linen jerkin, the 
sleeves of the cote cuffed at his wrists. Around his right ring finger is a ring of steel, which 
stands out against the suntanned skin of Kain's fingers. On a brown leather belt are Kain's 
weapons, a short sword and dagger, a matching set, their well-polished sandalwood hilts 
reflecting the light. His braies are a shade of brown, much like the color of good earth; gathered 
and tied just above the line of his mid-calf boots. 

 
Raken (m human priest of Celestian) Greela [Greyspace] 

-Raken is a young man of just over twenty-three cycles of age. He stands a hair over five 
and a half feet tall and weighs almost 14 stones (or 190 imperial pounds). His face is handsome, 
with eyes a forest green color and crowned by curly golden hair. He does not have a beard but 
does have a goatee which matches the color of his hair. Raken has the muscular, healthy, and 
strong frame of a man who has worked much of his life. Raken‘s non-combat attire consists of a 
black coat made of the leathery hide of a void scavver, a pair of brown canvas trousers, a pair of 
dark brown rothe-hide boots, and a midnight-blue cloak with a deep hood. 

 
Grigree (m hadozee warrior) Wildspace 

-Grigree is a tall (6' 11") hadozee in his mid twenties. His fur is dull orange color, but the 
beard-like patch under his chin is dyed russet. He doesn't wear any clothes, but has a specially 
made harness for his two long swords on his back. He also has two wrist sheaths which hold his 
daggers. Around his neck is a small, golden medallion. 

 
Nilaroo (m Gromman warrior) Gromspace 

-A short, massively built Gromman who carries a two-handed sword, sheathed, clutched 
in his left hand. A loin cloth wraps its way around his midriff, and a utilitarian looking knife is 
tucked into the folds. The rest of him is covered in dark auburn fur. He has an arm-span the size 
of a giff. 

 
Jamila (f human warrior) Toril/Zakhara 
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 -A brow-haired, tall native of Zakhara who wields a scimitar and jambiya skillfully.  She 
wears baggy pantaloons and a vest. 
 
Ferric (m human swashbuckler) Bral 

-A fairly handsome young man who appears to be human but with ash-grey skin. Hearty 
and very well muscled, Ferric towers over most humans at 6' 6". His movements are smooth and 
flowing as he walks and bespeak of impressive grace despite his size. His obsidian black hair 
reaches his the base of his neck and is often tied back. Dressed in fine dark grey breeches and 
doublet his skin appears a more normal tone by comparison. A badge with the device of House 
Moune decorates the left breast of his doublet. A black belt with silver buckle, a dark grey hat 
with black plume, and a pair of black boots complete his garb. Well made rapier hilts protrude 
from scabbards on both hips and the basket hilt of a main-gauche graces his left side as well. 
When going into battle Ferric adds to his accoutrements a suit of leather armor and a mighty 
elven longbow of exceptional workmanship. 
 
Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's 
Handbook; PHBR4 The Complete Wizard's Handbook; PHBR1 The Complete Fighter's 
Handbook; Legends & Lore; Arabian Adventures; PHBR8 The Complete Book of Elves; SJR1 
Lost Ships; FMQ1 City of Gold; Maztica Campaign Set; PHBR5 The Complete Psionics 
Handbook; SJR6 Greyspace; Forgotten Realms Campaign Set; Shipwrecker; From the Ashes; , 
Dragonlance Adventures; PHBR9 The Complete Book of Gnomes & Halflings; PHBR10 The 
Complete Book of Humanoids; Dragon #170 ‘The Dragon's Bestiary: Give your campaigns some 
heavy metal - dragons, that is’;  Dragon #206 " Part Dragon, All Hero" 
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Windsong 
Waterdahvian Galleon of the Wavesilver noble family 
Tonnage: 40 tons 
Hull Points: 40 
Crew: 20/40 
Maneuverability Class: E 
Landing-Land: No 
Landing-Water: Yes 
AR: 7 
Saves As: Thick Wood 
Power Type: Minor helm 
Ship's Rating: Per spelljammer (usually 3) 
Armament: 

2 Med. Ballistae (FP, FS); Crew:2 each  
1 Light Catapult (APS); Crew:3 

Cargo: 20 tons 
Keel Length: 130' 
Beam Length: 30' 
 
Owners 
Sasha Wavesilver (female half-elf) 
High Sword of the Lady 
Fighter/Priest (Selune) 9/9 Champion Kit 
AL: CG, HP:56, AC:0 
Str18/75, Dex17, Con12, Int 11, Wis18, Chr14 
Appearence: Sasha is tall and muscular with brown hair and 
eyes, she favors the color purple in her clothing. She is 35 
years old. 
Personality: Sasha is brash, imposing, and confident. She is 
used to getting her own way, but never a bully. Some of her 
earlier, wilder days as a devotee of Sune remain, she is an 
unrepentant flirt especially when Blade is around. 
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Riding (Horse), Healing, 
Swimming, Religion(Faerunian), Herbalism, Seamanship, 
Navigation, Astrology, Riding (Pegasus), Common, 
Dwarven, Orcish, Elven 
Weapon prof:Two-Handed sword(specialized), Sling, 
Shortsword, Footman's mace, dagger 
Abilities: Std half-elf, Turn undead, Cast Starshine (as 3rd lvl priest spell) x2/day, Cast 
Moonbeam, Raise, or Lower water 1x/day, Cast Moonblade 1x/day 
Spheres, Major: all, animal, astral, combat, divination, guardian, healing, necromantic, numbers, 
summoning, sun, travellers, weather Spheres, Minor: Charm, elemental, plant, wards 
Spells/Day: 6x1st, 6x2nd, 4x3rd, 3x4th, 1x5th 
Equipment: Thorn of the Rose (Shortsword +1, casts entangle 3x/day); Flame of the North (2 
handed sword +2, +4 vs any CE, everbright, 10% chance to reflect spells when drawn, absorbs 
harmlessly all magic missiles and electrical attacks at wielder, in CG hands blazes with blue 
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white flames when drawn, detects all CE beings w/i 20' (regardless of magical cloaking) and 
alerts wielder by whisper "strike!" over and over in her head.); Ring of regeneration, Ring of 
protection +2 
Mounts: Sasha has 2 special mounts; 
"Flame", a charger quality heavy warhorse with maximum hit points. Flame will only allow 
Sasha to ride him and is stabled at the Wavesilver villa in Waterdeep when she is away. 
"Fidelis", a pegasus (25 hp) who is often carried aboard the Windsong in a stall in the hold. 
 
Blade (male half-elf)  
Mage/thief (Selune) 8/8 
AL: N, HP:32, AC:4 (leather + dex) 
Str16, Dex18, Con11, Int 16, Wis10, Chr12 
Appearance: Blade is average height with 
blond hair, beard, and blue eyes. He is 
average height, trim, favoring his human 
side more then his elven. He typically 
dresses in flamboyent blues, likes high 
riding boots and long cloaks. He is 37 years 
old. 
Personality: Blade is a swashbuckling elf, 
romantic, roguish, debonair. He makes 
many jests, and flirts shamelessly but his 
feelings for Sasha are clearly visible when 
she is in the room. 
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Riding (Horse), Herbalism, Swimming, Disguise, Herbalism, 
Appraising, Spellcraft, Forgery, Ancient History (Myth Drannor), R/W Common, Elven 
Weapon prof: Sabre, dagger, wheel lock pistol 
Abilities: Std half-elf, Backstab +4/x3, PP 35, OL 55, F/R 40, MS 80, HS 80, DN 15, CW 90, 
RL 60 
Spells/Day: 4x1st, 3x2nd, 3x3rd, 2x4th 
Spell Book:1st: Read magic, Detect magic, Burning Hands, Alarm, Charm Person, Find 
Familiar, Identify, Shield, Sleep, ventriloquism, Change Self; 2nd: Snilloc's Snowball 
Swarm, Decastave, Knock, Wizard lock, Whirling Blade, Blindness, Deeppockets, Forget; 
3rd:Waterbreathing, Hold person; Monster Summoning I, Sepia Snake Sigil, Familiar 
Enhancer I (Dr#181), Dispel Magic; 4th: Wall of Fire, Rary's Mnenonic Enhancer, Remove 
Curse 
Equipment: Ring of Fire Resistance, Ring of Spell 
Turning, Scroll(Knock), 2 star wheel pistols (plenty of 
smokepowder), Sabre +2 
Familiar: Hilt, Fox, Int Low(4) AC 5 HD 1 HP 10 # At 1 
DMg 1-2 Thaco 20 MV 18" Smell, hearing, night vision, 
May Spider Climb as the spell 1x/day 

Hilt is very mischievous and often gets into trouble, 
playing pranks on the Windsong's crew. He is incredibly fond of rabbit meat, and will go out of 
his way to get it if he smells it nearby. 
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Maularde Swordmaster (male moon elf) 
Fighter 8 Gladiator Kit 
AL: N, HP:62, AC:1 
Str18/21, Dex19, Con15, Int 17, Wis10, Chr15 
Appearence: Maularde has brilliant blue hair that hangs to 
his waist, he keeps it tied in a ponytail. His eyes are blue 
with bright gold flecks, and his skin bleached white with a 
bluish tinge. He dresses in his gladiator armor at all times, 
appearing barbaric and menacing. 
Personality: Maularde is dour, taciturn, a very atypical elf. 
His face is always impassive and he never laughs... even 
when in severe pain he remains composed. He does have 
a sense of humor, expressed through a dry wit. 
Nonweapon Proficiencies: Riding (Horse), 
Mountaineeering, Swimming, hunting, Seamanship, 
Charioteering, tumbling, R/W Common, Elven 
Weapon prof: Blades-broad group, longsword specialist, 2handed style specialist, 2 weaponstyle 
specialist, wrestling specialist, punching specialist, longbow, staff 
Abilities: standard elf 
Equipment: Longsword +2, Samnite Armor (see CFHB), Pouch of accessibility 
 
Crew:  

33 human Priestesses of Selune (3x3rd, 6x2nd, 24x1st) each in chain, shield, and Moon's 
Hand mace. The Windsong is a full temple for Selune, sometimes worshippers are allowed 
aboard for special worship services high above the cloud cover in the fullest light of Selune and 
her Tears. 

 
History 

Like many Waterdahvian adventurers Sasha got her adventuring career started as a 
member of the Daggerford militia. Daggerford was a small town just south of waterdeep, a 
frontier sort of place that liked to hire adventurers for its militia patrols. Sasha was a young, 
rebellious Waterdahvian noble lass and noviciate of the Goddess Sune. She had runaway from 
her father, Bleskos Waversilver, after one too many fights over the proper behavior of young 
Watderdahvian ladies. She made several friends during her time there, including a roguish fellow 
half-elf from Westgate who styled himself "Blade". After an exciting few months, Sasha and her 
friends returned to Waterdeep, intent upon blowing their accumulated treasure on parties and 
frivolity. 

In Waterdeep, Blade soon drifted from the group. He joined up with a disreputable 
trading organization, the Green Griffin Coster, and so left Waterdeep. Sasha and her two 
remaining friends continued to carouse, but overtime the carouse began to lose its appeal for the 
other two, who were falling in love. Sasha had just about decided to strike out from the city on 
her own again when the Time of Troubles struck. During the mad, chaotic battles with Myrkul's 
minions in the streets of Waterdeep both of Sasha's friends were slain, dying in her arms as Sune 
failed again and again to answer her prayers for healing magic. When the battle was over Sasha 
found herself standing outside the Temple of Selune, somehow untouched by the battle. The 
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priestesses were fanning out from the temple, helping the wounded around her. Sasha entered the 
temple then and didn't come out for 6 months. 

When she emerged from the temple Sasha had switched her allegiance to Selune, 
Goddess of the Moon and, ironically, longtime patron goddess of her family, the Wavesilvers. 
She spent the next year or so serving as a guard at the temple, while slowly repairing her 
relationship with her family. 

Blade's return to the city coincided with Sasha's return to the adventuring life. A family 
heirloom, the Thorn of the Rose, had been spotted in the hands of hobgoblin raiders north of 
Waterdeep. Lost for years, the family had given up any hope of recovering the sword. It was a 
mark of her healing relationship with her father that he asked her to lead an expedition to recover 
the heirloom. While recruiting companions in the Elfstone tavern she ran into Blade and his new 
bodyguard, Maularde. 

Maularde had been a warrior of the Elven Court, captured by the Red Plumes of Hillsfar 
and turned into a gladiator of the arena. He had already slain 8 opponents (including an ogre) 
when he was spotted by Blade, travelling through the city disguised as a human. In a rare act of 
compassion Blade freed Maularde and a handful of other slaves from the gladiator pits. 
Afterwards, Maularde swore a blood oath to repay his life by guarding Blade's. 

Though angry at Blade for leaving the city earlier (they had briefly been lovers) Sasha 
recruited the pair to help recover the sword. They had only been back in Waterdeep a week after 
doing so when Sasha's younger sister was slain by a wolfwere that was stalking the young noble 
lasses of Waterdeep. Together they slew that beast, as well. Through this time Blade and Sasha 
became closer and closer, though neither would admit their deepening feelings. 

They decided to travel to Blade's hometown of Westgate, his old tutor having been slain, 
and attempt to discover the culprits. Along the way they witnessed a strange craft fall from the 
sky, it was a galleon filled with skeletons and zombies wielding strange weapons (starwheels). 
They cleared the ship of undead and began to explore it; Blade eventually translated enough of 
the log to understand how to fly it. The rest, as they say, is history. 

The group did eventually find and slay the assassin of Blade's mentor, as well as tracking 
the Orb of Darkness, an artifact sacred to Shar through Myth Drannor, a lich's lair, and 
Chessenta before finally destroying it. They have since retired to Waterdeep, where they work 
closely with the Lords concerning spelljamming traffic. Blade also now works for the 
Wavesilvers as an agent, Sasha thinks this is simple greed on his part, she doesn't realize his goal 
is to earn enough gold, and enough of the respect of her father, to allow him to give his consent 
to their marriage (an orphaned street urchin from Westgate is not typically a desirable suitor for 
Waterdahvian noble lasses, no matter how debonair or charming). 
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Sources: Spelljammer: AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set; CGR1 Complete Spacefarer's 
Handbook; PHBR4 The Complete Wizard's Handbook; Forgotten Realms Adventures; Dragon 
#181 ‘That's Certainly Un-Familiar!’; Faiths & Avatars; SJR2 Realmspace; The Complete 
Fighter's Handbook; City of Splendors; The Ruins of Undermountain; Of Ships and the Sea 
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